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The subject of the Uterine Decidua that I have
entured to bring before yuu on the present occa-
on,is one that has uccupied but little attention
atilwithin the last two or three years.

I feelsome confidence and pleasure in this under-
king, inasmuch as I had the honor of giving to
e Y on the first paper upon the uterine de.

"du.,;' egard to sonie of the phenomena met
ith at the bed-side of the lying-in-wvoman. How.
er it is not upon the plea of novelty that I ask
ar favorable consideration, but rather trust to
cure your approval by presenting sound theories,

-id established facts, that ivill tend towards greater
xcess in the practice of midwifery.
The external envelope of the fcetus, the only one

uppied by the inother, is the altered mucous mem-
i 'me f the uterine cavity. This membrane is

ândular ; but without entering upon the details of
' physiological anatony, it is found to contain,
-:ording to the late researches of Dr. G. Leopold,
nich supply oflymphatic glands.

S"well to bear ini mind that the decidua i-
'àd of the rnucous membrane of the cavity of

u 1 alone, and that at labor it is cast off, be-
Isevered-from the mnucous ieiembrane of the neck

Scremains in situ. As to the change occurring
tious to detachment, at menstruation and during

tation, Kundrat and Englemann have stated
t "âfnwe examine the process of menstruation,
mil find that the cellular elements surrounding

the tubular glands underg o ra.pid proliferation, es-
pecially those layers w'hich are nearest to the cavitv
of the uterus, while the glands themselves partici-
pate in this activity, beconaing thereby larger, and
thrown into w-avy folds, i order to acco nimodate
themselves to this increased length. Ifthere isao
necessity for further developnîent, a process of
fatty degeneration oanamenUes ia the imoet :uper-
ficial layer, where the growth was rnost rapid, in -
cluidirg the interglandular tssuc, the epithhun ot
the glands and the blood vessel-which nuy pos-
sibly be caused by the fac t that this extrerne activ-
ity of grovth rnay have cu t off, by- the compression
of the bloodvessels, the source of nutrition. The
walls of the capillaries nov rupture, and the mferi-
strual erorrhage is establilied, while the super-
ficial layer of the mucous membrane is gradually
cast off ith the discharge.

But if fecuadation has occurrec, this retrog-rade
process does not take place. but, on the contrary,
excited by the stinulus of the growing ovurn, the
inner two-ý-hirds of the mucous mernbrane now par-
t;cipate in the process, nan yof the celis in the inter-
glandular substance become larger, and send out
prolongations, -whil e th eir nuclei undergo repeated
division.

The orifices ofthe glands are separatedfrom each
other, while their calibre is narrowed by the advanc-

F ing growth. Th e inucous membrane gradually loses
its peculiarities of structure, and finally appears a.
transparent hornogeneous nembrane at terni. The
ovular and uterinedecid ua coalesce after the fifteenth
veek. Atbirth it has beenobserved tha.t the uterine

decidua hangs in shreds upon the ovular decidua.
Virchowv notes a case where th.e rnembraies after
birthI " were foundto contair not only hypertrophid
decidual elements,bu.talso muscularfibrecells; andhe
further remarks, the case, in this respect, rema.ins
unique." I have no fault to find with Virchctw's
facts as to the actual presence of nuscular fib re-cells
attached to the decidua, inasmuch as I have tirne
and again recognized the sarne condition under the
microscope, and if that illustrious pathologist had
deigned to read the paper, (I Lave already men.
tioned,) presented to the Obstetrical Society of
London, in July, 1872, he would ha;ve fonnd that
the case related by hin is by no rneans a unique
one. The same author would have found that the
character of labor that occurred in the case he re-
cords is precisely the sarne j.s a case noted by rny
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self, given in illustration of the views then advanced. may be regarded as the result rather than the
But to return to the mucous membrane during cause of abortion. Both views may be correct, and
gestation, it is self-evident that there is a sufficient are alike worthy of careful consideration in dea.
contact with the muscular surface to preserve its ing vith abortions and in treating uterine diseases.
vitality. Also that pathological changes supervene Apart from pathological conditions of either t't
with the prcgress of gestation and finally detach it uterus or the decidua, we may have the detach-
about the end of the ninth month, or 275th day. ment or death of that membrane, with its conse
Ai- this period the changes just mentioned cause the quent phenomena, as a result of direct violence,
decidua, with its contents, to act as a foreign body, mediate or inimediate, applied to the part. Such
inducing reflex action of the organ, and this ends in violence may cause rupture of a bloodvessel and
expulsion of the fetus and after-birth. Thus we effusion of blood ; or general damage of the Ve.
have a satisfactory answer to the question, why sels resulting in stagnation of the blood supplied
labor supervenes at the end of the ninth month. to the part, and consequent fibroid or fatty degýa.

This view, taught to my class four years ago, is eration. Whatever the cause, vhen once e
now accepted by several writers on the subject, and union is destroyed, we have inevitable reflex action
will be, ere long, acknowledged by all teachers of induced, which ends in the extrusion of the uteine
midwifery. Dr. Karl Shræder accepts and enun- contents. This result is what we naturally expect
ciates the views advanced by myself as just stated, in the early stages of gestation, as up to the tenth
and says, " that as pregnancy advances a fatty dege- or twelfth week the chorion and decidua are more
neration of the decidu2 takes place (which reaches or less intimately united and therefore geneally
its climax at the end of the tenth lunar month,) expelled together,
whereby the organic connection between the ovun At a later period the villi of the chorion atrophy
and the uterus gradually becomes solved, and the except at the part involved in the formation of Ëc
ovum acts as a foreign body and irritates the termi- placenta. The connection between the decidu
nal fibres of the motor nerve of-the uterus, the sym- and chorion is feeble, and we may expect th*
pathetic; when this irritation has reached a certain amnios (in some cases at least) to escape with its
degree, a corresponding reflex action, in the forn contents, without necessariy carrying the decidez
of a contraction of the uterine muscular fibres, takes with it. So far as I know there is no reason w4Y
place, which contraction is repeated as soon as the the amnios should not separate from the deddtg
requisite sum of irritation is again obtained ; and as well as the decidua itself from the muscular sM
this rotation continues, each successive contraction face of the uterus. A case of this kind is recoid
being intensified by the separation of the ovum, ed in the British journal of Obstetrics, (AnerirJ
from the uterine wall, and therefore stronger and supplement, 1874, as having occurred in Philadc
more rapid, until the expulsion of the ovum takes phia, where " the decidua and placenta were k
place." Abortion, like parturition, must be due to behind afier the escape of the ovum and its dce
reflex action of the uterus, excited by the pathologi- membrane." Whether such an event is comi1e
cal condition of its contents. Admitting the cor- or not is a point to be settled by further obseri
rectness of this view we must seek out the causes tion and research. It may be that the uterine ad
that endanger the life and development of the em- epichorial decidua in some cases are. separated h
bryo, and not unfrequently jeopardize the life of fluid, the latter escapes with the ovuin, while t!
the mother also. These pathological changes are former remains in situ. In practice the daOy
in my opinion chiefly due to a diseased condition of arises from the retention of the after-birth in
the mucous membrane prior to conception. From 1 cases where strong vascular connection exists,
this conition of things as a starting point, I think patent crifices of parts that have been detacl
we can trace a large amount of uterine disorders, permitting alarming heniorrage. In sorne c
sud as hyperplasia of the body and the neck, abra- of retained decidua and placenta, their union "

sions and ulce.ations of the os and cervical canal, ýhe uterus is so perfect that thîey are preserved r
with their accomxpanying phenornena. I am aware I decomposition and retained for weeks and mOd
that on the other .band, it niay be argued that many These exceptional cases, however, are not to be
of the conditions .of the uterus; as mentioned, guide in treating them, our duty is to entirely e1
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cuate the uterine contents, as anything short of at- also placed belore us a sufficiunt cause for Many of

taining this result leaves our patient exposed to the distressing and dangerous phenomenametwith
danger. jith rgzrd to wenature delivery, it is in the Iying in chamber.

cear that the ordinary pathological changes that In the decidual adhesions, ie sce the cause of
result in setting up uterine contraction at the those imperfect muscular contractions which 1 have
end of the ninth month, are in these cases precipi- spoken of at same length, in the paper already r,
tated by some peculiarity of constitution, or diseas- ferrod to, which recently Dr. Athili sinilarly de-
ed condition of the uterus or decidua. One pro- scribes as Istrong and quick ; they do fot gradu-
minent feature of these cases strongly favors this al>' culminate in a strong pain and subside aga1n,
view, viz., that the safety of the mother and child but they are sharp, quick, and cease almost sudden-
also, is greater, just in proportion to the length of ly; and the intervals between the pains are long
fime that intervenes betveen its occurrence and in proportion to the length of the pains." Again,
the normal period of gestation. This lessened Ithe short inert pains which prognosticate hernorr-
danger is due to the comparatively advanced hage." cali for the trtatment urged by inyseif two
changes (already mentioned) having taken place, years ago, %'iz., rupture of the membranes. This is
whereby lesser violence, than in the early stages, usually ennugh, without recourse to other aids, medi.
is exerted upon the decidua to effect its separation cinal or mechanical, as it suffices to induce regu-
and expulsion. In both classes of cases, however, lar muscular effort by allowing the ovurn ta become
hie difficulty of detaching the after-birth should elongated and the organ space for contraction.
lead us to delay as nuch as possible, the dilatation %hen adhesions are present they inflict lacerations
ofthe os, in order that the work of separatian of the niuscular tissue at the points of union, and
ray be more perfectly accomplished by the ute- thus cause nervc irritation with rapid reflex action;
ine contractions. This view of such cases would and this quickened action expends its force to a
ai!o teach us, to aid by manipulation over the greater or lesser degree locally, ere the whole or-
utems, the final uterine spasm which completes gan bas tine ta participate in one convon effort.
the expulsion of the fotus or ovum. In ordinary Hence, there is a lack of expulsive power, and
bbor, which will be referred to hereafter, this course painful and retarded labor. Tine forbids going
vllalso be of much service in bringing it to a sat- into the consideration of much that suggests itself
káctory close. in connection ith this subject; but there is

With regard to polongcd gestation we have a one point I vish ta bring before you. When th,
simple and satisfactory explanation, when we once adhesions exist-as they most generally do-at the
recognize the separation of the decidua as the ex- lower third ai the cavity or around the internai os,
dting cause of labor. In these cases there is sim- ve have a condition of things that is an effectuai
plI a delayed maturation or fatty degeneration of bar ta powerful Uterme effort, as well as to any
the decidua. Anong the lower mammalia the pe- progress towards expulsion. Even if the spasms
rod ofgestation varies very much within the bounds are regular and strong, they must fail, inasmuch as
of perfect health, and there is no difficulty in ac- the adhesions act in a mechanical way and effectu.
(onting for such cases upon the hypothesis just ally prevent dilatation of the os ; while at the
adanced.saie tie, the pains are expended without e

The same theory that accounts for prolonged fect on account af the mutual antagonism of the
gestation, also accounts for its occurrence within a contractile farces. Failure must follow, inasniuch
noinal period. Perhaps temperament bas some- as there is the absence af the one essential candi-

ng Ïo do in hastening or retarding the ordinary tian of success, viz., a concentration of the expul-
21thological changes. sive powers of the organ toward the outiet Such
Important and practical as the views expressed cases are always troublesone ta the accoucheur,

2 in both abortion and premature labor, yet it is and tediaus and distressinçr to
ely as relating to labor at tern that they are can bebutlittle doubtmanyhoursanddaysofsorrow

t interesting. Not only do we perceive the could be averted by a knowledge afthe conditions
P'ratons of nature in originating uterine contrac- present and a timely proffer of the required aid.

3 with their cansequent resuits, but we have FIrtunately the difficulty in most instances, is

65
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within reach, and the finger of the attendant is
able to effect the desired detachment of the mem-
brane from the uterine surface. When once this
is done the liquor amnii rushes downward and the
bag of waters after filling the os, is driven forward
like a vedge by the concentrated, and now power-
fully expulsive, uterine effort, because such effort
is directed toward the outlet.

The rapidity with which labor is accomplished
after the correction of such irregularities is truly
marvelous, and most satisfactory to both accouch-
eur and patient.

I am aware that in some cases the attachment
of the decidua is beyond the reach of the finger.
When this is the case, two methods of treatment
are open to us. First, we can use the uterine
sound-as a digital prolongation-and separate
the adherent surfaces to almost any extent ; or
second, we can res'rt to rupture of the membranes,
and allow the fotus to glide over the decidua, in-
asmuch as the latter fails to glide over the uterine
surface as it does in normal labor.

Much more might be said, but I will draw your
attention to but one point more, viz., the great ad-
vantage, vith regard to both safety and time, thit
follows the rapid and complete delivery of the
after-birth. These results, so much to be desider-
ated, can generally be accomplished by aiding the
last labor-pain, that expels the child, by pressing
quite firmly over the uterus with the left hand at
the precise moment tha: the organ is contracting.
By this means our object is thoroughly accomplish-
ed. If it fails us for the moment, we should ivait
a little, and then repeat our effort with the next
uterine contraction, which, when gently, and skill-
fully applied, seldom fails to be crowned with suc-
cess. When itis desired to aid the uterus in expel-
ling the after-birth, be careful not to twist or make
strong traction upon the membranes ; if you do, the
resuit will be their laceration and partial removal.
Besides this, frequently a sac of blood is left be-
hind, whici must be a source of great danger. I
have no doubt that many cases of puerperal periton-
itis and metritis are induced by such means ; also
the presence of such a foreign body will favor he-
morrhage by dilating the organ. Even the reten-
tion of the adherent membranes alone are not free
from danger, as all will readilv admit.

In conclusion, I would urge upon my fellow

practitioners to cultivate an acquaintance with the
diseases of vomen. No subject presents more
inviting interest, nor offers a fairer and fresher
field for exploration and scientific enjoyment.

THE BEEF TEA FALLACY.

BY A. MACKINNON, .d?., RTRATFORD, O.N.

Many years ago, that greatest of chemists, Baron
Liebig proposed extract of meat as an agent of
value, in certain cases of extreme nervous and
physical exhaustion. This proposition at once
sent the medical world agog, and ever sinco it has
been the custom, with practitioners generally, to
prescribe extract of beef in all cases requiring a
supporting treatment, and in not a few requiring
no such treatment, in the full belief that the
article in question was the most concentrated, and
at the same time the most easily appropriated and
life-giving aliment that the patient could have ad
ministeredto him. Thebeliefisgeneralthatextractof
beef is the very quintessence of beef,and as amatter
of course, infinitely more nutritious than beef itsel
Such being the opinions entertained, we need fed
no surprise at the wide-spread custom of feeding
the sick with beef tea or extract of beef, to the
exclusion, to a large extent, of other articles of
diet, including beef itself. That this practice is
almost universal I need not stop here to show,
since the fact must be known to the most casd
obs-..> ver. Physicians generally are in the constant
habit of ordering extract of beef as food, in all co-

ditions, from enfeebled health to the most acute
disease. If the patient is weak lie is at once
ordered beef tea ; and if he is still sinking he IS
ordered a still larger portion of beef tea. Such is
the practice as we daily ivitness it, and sucl is the

practice as seen in all civilized countries, and
such shall be the practice until many thosal
lives more are added to those already sacrificedek
the shrine of this stupenaous delusion.

What would be thought of the physician whO
when called to the bedside, ordered coffee f%

diet, and more coffee as the patient's stren80
failed. Of course lie would be declared OI;
but, as I shall endeavor to show, lie is onI l
trifle more so, than the man whose reliance is e
extract of beef.

ixIt
Ca

P
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To the intelligent çomprehension of the question article of food. It is on these theories that the
it will be necessary to briefly inquire into three extensive use of beef tea and extract of beef is based.

ptints iI nows come to the consideration of the question,
Ist. What tissue or tissues of the luman fabric whether extract of beef contains the azotizcd or itro-

more immediately concern the performance of the genous elements of beef. According to the foregoing
functions and the continuance of life P conclusions-and I have taken nothing for granted,

211d. What kind of food is best adapted to the unless it can be shown to be nitrogenous in its

production and support of such tissue ? ultimate elements, it cannot nourish the system nor
3rd. Does extract of beef contain such food in impart direct strength to it. By this test, extract

due, or any proportion ? of meat must stand or fall. There is not one law
As to the first question, all science teaches us for extract of meat, and another law for all other

that fibrous tissue largely predominates in the substances. The law is the same in all cases and
higher order of animals more especially in man. scrupulously impartial. At the beginning I stated
It is contained in bones, tendons and ligaments; that Baron Liebig was the first to recommend the
nerves and blood vessels are mainly composed of use of extract of beef. It would appear, however,
it; the connecting and various lining membranes that he never recommended its abuse, for we find
are almost purely fibrous; and lastly, the great that a short rime before his death he publicly repu-
muscular system is made up of bundles of fibres, diated ever having stated, that extract of beef iwas
including the heart itself, which is to the animal food capable of sustaining life. A synopsis of the
what the main-spring is to the watch. To enlarge paper in which the veteran chemist vindicated his
here would sound too much like demonstrating opinions, is given by the London Medical Record
a self-evident proposition. It is only necessary to of April 16th, 1873, and affords highly important
add, that every one must be impressed vith the evidence on a question on which he was, perhaps,
important part which fibrous tissue plays in the better qualified to speak than any one else.
animal economy, and the paramount necessity of He wishes it to be distinctly underscood that
promoting its development and supplying its ivaste. " lie never asserted that beef tea and extract of

The second question is equally easy of solution, meat contained substances necessary for the for-
since science happilyconfirms whatthe experience of mation of albumen in the blood or muscular tissu-"
gespointsoutasthemostnutritiouskind of aliment. and "that by the addition of extract of mea.t to
in this department of investigation, chemistry has our food, we neither economize carbon for the
opened up a vide field, the importance of which, maintenance of the temperature, nor nitre, -Nn for
to the intelligent physician, is daily becom;ng the sustenance of the organs of our body and that
more and more apparent. No argument need therefore it cannt be called 'food in tYi ordinary
here be a.dvanced to show that it is from sense,' but %ve thereby increase thew rking Capa-
d'raenots substances that muscle and the other bilities of the body and its capacity to resist exte-
fbrous tissues are developed, and the strength of rior injurious influences, i. e. to :aaintain health
the body maintained, since both observation and under unfavorable circumstance-,' The editor of
Saence have long ago placed these facts beyond the Retord summarises the re-. aining contents of
tie domain of dispute. Non-nitrogenous substances, 'the paper as follows : " Those constituents of meat
therefore, do not directly impart streng th, or vitality which are soluble in boiling water take no part in
to the system, although useful enough as auxiliaries. the formation and renovation of the muscular tis-
ltisalsoadnitted on all hands that next to milk and sues, but by their effect on the nerves they exer-
nw eggs, or eggs heated to a point short of coagula- cise a most decided influence on the muscular
til of the albumen, the flesh of animais is work, wherein meat differs from all other animal
tle Most easily assimilated of all food, being and vegetable food. le (Liebig) therefore places
ready elaborated and requiring but little change extract of meat, (essence) and with it tea and

before entering upon its final destination. If to coffee, under the head of 'nervous food,' in con-
this we add concentration of nutritive power, we tradistinction to articles of 'common food,' which
can readily see why meat of all kinds, and beef in serve for the preservation of the temperature and
Particular, should be esteemed invaluable as an the restoration of the machine. Beef tea and ex-
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tract of meat are of themselves incapable of sup,
porting nutrition or maintaining life. Liebig, how-
ever, with justice, condenins the conclusions ol
those who, from comparative experiments on the
nutritive value of fresi menat and meat-extract,
taken pr se, argue that the latter is not only use-
less for purposes of nutrition, but positively injuri-
ous. It should be clearly understood that beef tea
and extract of meat are only te be regarded in the
light of auxiliaries to food, rather than independent
articles of nutriment."

From this it appears "l that by the addition of
extract of meat to our food we neither economize
carbon for the maintenance of the temperature nor
nitrogen for the sustenance of the organs of our
body," that it cannot be called " food in the ordi-
nary sense," and hence is placed side by side with
" tea and coffee," under the general name of
"nervous food." This is pretty hard on those who
believe that extract of beef is, beef "simmered
down " or the quintessence of beef, and who place
the utmost confidence in its nutritive and life-
sustaining properties.

Science and common sense are here in perfect
accord. No one ever dreams that the juices con-
tain al], or any considerable part of the nutriment
of fruit. No one imagines that the brown liquid
poured off his dinner potatoes carries with it the
nutritious elements of that valuable vegetable, or
that he would derive any benefit from using pota-
toe tea. No one seems to think that his apple
dumpliig lias deteriorated in the boiling, or that
apple dumpling tea contains all the nutriment that
apple dumpling is capable of imparting. " Those
constituents of meat " which are soluble in boiling
water take no part in the renovation and formation
of muscular tissue." This quotation from Liebig's
paper, contains a lesson worth remembering, since
it is as applicable to most other articles of food as
it is to meat.

From this it is evident the less artificial our food
the better, whether in health or disease. Of late
years it bas been too much the fashion to run after
artificial preparations such as extract of meat, con-
centrated milk, infant's food, chenical food and
the like. I have no hesitation in saying that such
preparations are not only wholly unnecessary, but
absolutely injurious under the ordinary circumstan-
ces of life. I grant some of then may be of use
for purposes of travel, or under other conditions

placing the simpler and more natural articles of
food beyond reach. To this I would make excep.

f tion in favor of extract of meat, for althougl it is
not food in the ordinary sense, yet it may be given
with advantage in cases of extreme nervous and
physical exhaustion.

A few years ago every invalid was reconlnended
to transform himself into a carnivorous animal.
Copious instructions were given for the prepara.
tion of the meat, and cpnfident promises of resto.
ration to health were freely made. Civilized peo.
ple, however, have always had an aversion to raw
meat, and the practice, I believe, has not become
very general. Raw meat is prepared for use by
first beating it into a pulp. Lately I have been
in the habit of directing this pulp to be cooked,
simply by adding boiling vater to it and agitating
the whole briskly. It may be made of any con.
sistency to suit the individual tastc, and savored
according to the same rule. It may be allowed to
infuse a few minutes, as thereby it is rendered
more palatable to most persons. In cases of 'ery
feeble digestive power, a few drops of muriatic
acid well diluted, taken immediately after each
meal, will greatly aid its digestion. This prepar.
tion is well suited to all cases where no hunger is
experienced and mastication is irksome, or where
food is loathed and the digestive povers arefeeble
-in fact in all such cases, as it bas been the cus-
tom of late years to administer the imaginary food
called beef tea or extract of meat. I find that
patients prefer the beef pulp, prepared as I direct,
to the extract, vhile in point of nutrition no coi.
parison can be drawn between them. I wouid
only add, that it is quite possible to place too
much reliance on beef and brandy in cases of ex-
treme nervous and physical exhaustion. New milk
and fresh raw eggs are equally important, and there
can be no reasonable doubt, that a due admixture
of these and other articles, judiciously adminis-
tered, is the surest and speediest method of restor.
ing to nature her exhausted strength.

.The Medical Times, Philadelphia, says :-Dr-
Buchanan, of bogus-diploma notoriety, was arreste4  r
Wednesday, September 16, whilst on his way to
the Eclectic College, on the charge of havif g
caused the death of a Mrs. Isaac W. Vandegift
by an improper surgical operation. e

t.,

t
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PARALYSIS FROM LEAD POISONING.

BY G. A. VILLIAMS, M.D., BAY CITY, MICH.

A man iet. 35, painter by trade, suffered from
lead colic several times, and after one of these at-
tacks was left with paralysis of the anterior part of
the thigh. He applied for treatment to a surgical
institution in Indianopolis, where he was put under
the care of juniors, who used cold water as an
application, and other remedies, the nature of
which I did not learn. The patient gradually grew
worse, and in a short time rebelled against the
treatment and left the institution. When I saw
lim there was inability to stand upon the leg, ex-
tend it, or flex the thigh upon the abdomen, and
the thigh was very much atrophied, being about
one-half the size of the other. There ivas loss of
notion in all the muscles supplied hy the anterior
aural nerve. In attempting to raise the leg it
tumed outwards by the action of the biceps, and in
crossiig the legoverthe other,the patient required to
lift it with his hands. He had dyspepsia, seminal
weakness, &c., and was generally andemic. I was
rather indifferent about taking the case, being of
about four month's standing, and as some of our best
authorities give an unfavourable prognosis in such
cases, I thought there was very little chance for
naping laurels. Nevertheless, I concluded to take
charge of the patient, and after explaining to him
the great necessity of patience and perseverance,
he gave me " a consideration," and I commenced
the treatment. I treated him on general principles
for the seminal weakness, &c., and gave him iodide
potassium until I supposed the system was free from
ead. The iodide of lead could be detected in

the urine by boiling. On cooling the yellow
spangles of iodide of lead could be seen deposited
on the bottom of the vessel. I afterwards gave
him nux vomica, and applied electricity ; ordered
friction from below upwards, and a sponge bath

'ery day. I was also on the " qui vive " for
malaria, and as he frequently had symptoms of it,
the taking of quinine vas laid down as part of his
"religion.»

This treatment was continued for about two
noaths without any perceptible improvement, when

.hitherto torpid muscles began to respond to
action of electricity, the thigh began to increase

ele, and instead of rasing his leg with his hands
e was able to cross it over the other in the natural

way. The treatment was continued for about two
months longer, when the patient vas discharged
cured, with the exception of a slight weakness of
the knee. .

In the use of electricity I have found a little care
necessary in order to derive the full benefit of the
treatment. Some physicians recommend changing
the current from the direct to the inverse, but I
think I have succeeded best by using the direct
current, that is, passing the impression in the
natural course of the nerve. In the nervous sys-
teni we know that ordinary impressions pass in tvo
different ways only in the different sets of nerves,
but in using electricity the impression passes in
both directions in both sets of nerves, for in taking
hold of the poles and changing then from one
hand to the other we feel the same impression in
both hands. In acting upon the anterior crural
we place the foot upon the positive pole in a basin
of water, and apply the negative to the periphery
of the nerve; in this way the impression passes
up both sets of nerves, and down the anterior
crural to the negative pole. If we apply the poles
vice versa, the impression traverses the anterior
crural in the inverse direction, and thus it escapes
the impression we wish to make upon it. The
principal feature in this case is the evidence of the.
importance of patience and perseverance.

I have discovered a new mixture since I came
here,which, Ibelieve, is "indigenous" to the Saginav
alley. It is called the Mist. Infantum. It consists
of 3 grs. of tannic acid to every ten grs. of qui-
nine, mixed with syrup of orarnge. This mode of
preparation almost covers the bitter taste of the
quinine. It is alvays retained, and is particularly
useful in the treatment of infants with irritability of
the stomach.

FRACTURE OF THE SKULIL-RECOVERY.

BY N. O. WALKER, M.A., M.D., M.R.C.S., ENG.; PORT
DOvER. &

The perusal of your article on " Moral Prophy-
laxy " has brought to my mind the case of a patient
whom I have recently discharged. The ratiocina-
tion by which this case was revived in memory
it would he tedious to unravel; suffice it to say that
the "union of mind and matter," and the old
anatomist's location of the exact seat in the base
of the brain, whereon the "anima » or " psyche "
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bestrode the saddle, to whicli the reins were at- cher wounds were dosed by adhesive plaser, and
tached, to guide the complex vehicle of the human this kept open. Ordered cold to the hcad, and
organization,-all floated dinly across my mind, prescribed veratrum viride in small doses. El.
"reminiscences of my student investigations." cting serious resuits either from primary or
The brain vas always, by early physiologists, and1 secondary effusions, I saw the patient daily for
is by present old women, clothed in a panoply of several days. Nol one Iad .9'ntt i;ani
the " immaterial presence." ilscif Brain matter mixed with blooc vas poured

What others may have from experience learned, out for four days; then brain matter mixed ith
I am convinced that the anima, psyche, or imnima- sero-purulent niatter. There must bave discharged
terial portion of our " complex organization " is under poultices two ounces or more of brain mat.
equally present in the case of the minutest capil- ter. The pulsations of the braîn were visiblein the
lary as in any portion of brain. The brain is only contents of the wound for the first seven days;
a " reteeaculum omiun virumn naturi' immaterial- then for a few days visible in the bottom of the
is." But I am not about to theorize, (Professor wound, and ultimately ceased. The recovery wa&
Tyndall does enough of that,) as a country 1 racti- speedy ard complete, fot a single bad symptom
tioner has little time to toss polemical balls. We tbrough the vhole process. The local treatment
ta2ke patients as we find them, learn from their lo- vas cold to the scalp and poultices to the wound
Lations, habits, business occupation, et omnibus through the skull ; the constîtutional wa5, a
rebus, the particular drain on their economy, grains of Calomel and colocynth, followed by smau
" material and immaterial," to which they are sub- doses of saits each morning for several days. M
ject, and from our professional repertory of taught ivith veratrum viride constituted the vhole treat-
and intuitive (if you like) knowledge, apply in a ment except dressing. After the firqt ten days ai
common sense way, assistance to " violated nature," medicines were withdrawn. The boy hac ben
i. e. vital force diverted from its even channel by subjeet to periodical headaches, and these pued
disease or injury. the even tenor of their vay dur'ng the healing of

Without further peroration I ivill curtly give the the brain. Pupils natural, a-id littie or no pyreà
'details of a serious injury to the brain of one Mat- after the third day. Since the vound bas h&X
thews. This patient, a boy, at. r2, while viewing the outer plaie of the skull for 2 by i inche ý
the gambols of some fiery steeds on a field, him- depressed around the seat of penetration. T
self perched on the fence, was precipitated by the lad is quite welr, and suffers (as aet) no eead
breaking of the top rail, whtch he bestrode, amid hatever from the accident. I expect dand
the Ilstud. He remembers notbing more, than Should any future develophents occur (Suh fS
a concourse of horses around him. Some tie epilepsy or irritability of ini) I baill try to ifes
after (te interval. unknown) he was found lying1 citate the above, and ilr then becoiepysioloial
insensible in the field, covered with blood. He _

was brought home and I was sent for. Accorm-
panied by my student, R. Tyrrell, I entered the
place, and found the patient recovered from insen-
sibility, and vomiting had ceased. After having To the FAitor of the LANcET.

the head shaved I explored the wound of the scalp SIR,-I wish, through your colunins, (o 
with my finger, anI found only oNE of nzany lacer- express my opinion in reference to our TaifSi
ated wounds, through the scalp on the right side of fees. How it may be in other sections I do #
the cranium, which extended into the plates of the know, but in this district I hear continually l
skull. This one 4 inch by 34 inch, extended cry, "Your charges are too exorbitant." As'
through both plates of the skull. I directed my rule I make up my accounts strictly in accordel
student after me to explore the wound, and ob. with the Tariff adopted by the AssociatiOnD
served, aft- the withdrawing of his fingers, a in cases where the persons are only in mod
quantity jrain matter follow, perhaps 5j. This circumstances, (the majority, for none or few
wound ivas located in the parietal bone, O3 from the rich here), I throw off from one-foruth to
occiput and 3.5 from the top of the craníùn. Alf but yet, I am said' to be extortioning.

I
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This, I asse-re you, is very unsatisfactory to nie g d tkcgc,
indeed, therefore, if the Council or some one_
would devise a scai uf fees, which would be CLINIC ON CALCULUS 0F THE BLADDER

gencrally satisfactory, or as I thirk, if our charges
were made uniform throughout the Province, and nY FROr. D. HAVES AGNEW, M.D., PHILADELPHIA.

thoroughly published, it would, to a great extent, (Rcpirtcd hy D. F. Villard, «.D.)
do aiway with so nuch conplaining among the 1 Gentleen,-I bring before yon a patient who
people.It is frequently said to me that Dr. soand-sofor nany years of symptos

it i frquetlysai tome tat r. o-ad-s 'iwhich are briefly as followvs: frequent desire of rnic-
only charged nie so much (generally about half my turition, straining in perforring the act, sudden
charge, after deducting from the Tariff) for perhaps arrest of the llow, followed after sone minutes of
double the quaiîtity of medicine, or for going expulsive eforts, by a renewal of the Stream, pain
double the distance. If all were to be guided in the bladder, perineum and end of the penîs.
by the Tariff, it would do a great deal to remedy These, as you ail know, are distictwely the
the fault. For my part, I am heartily tired of der, and yet no one is justified ii establishing adiag-
hearing such complaints, especially wl"-n I have nosis ithout a thorough physical exploration of
put my charges down to the lowest rate : if it was the parts, since stricture, cystitis, enlargement of the
only occasionally, I would not mind it, but it is the prostate, and several other diseases may give risc
general complaint. Hoping you can devise a to a very similar train of symptoms. The steel
remedy, I am, Sir,Son steeoeawy ob mledievy

remcy, IarnSircase of vesical dis'case in wvhich the symptoms have
Yours respectfully, been of long continuance. 1 y means of this in-

J. ADAMS. strument the presence of a foreign body can be
Gravenliurst, Sept. 1Ith, 1874. easily detected, unless it is hidden away in some

- cyst or pouch, forned cither by a sacculation of the
viscus, or by inflammatory lymph.

To the Editor of thO CANADA LaxcS. The existence of such disguised cases should
SIR,-In the October number ot your journal always be remembered, and a single examination

(pig 50 aforn or owde wlichis not sufficient to decide the question as to the non-
(page 50) we notice aformfor Tully's Powder existence of a concretion. By varying positions of
isnot in accordance with the oi;inal. It may bea the patient, hover, and by différent degrees of
good one, but ought not to bear the name. Wc distension of the bladder, you nay usually detect
wère very much favored by having an intimate one if present. 1 would earnestly %varn those of

acquaintance0 itDrTulynu Nvho nîay be consulted by patients iiving at a
acquaintance with Dr. Tully, and were much distance, that you do not send thcm upon their re-
aided in our pharmacy by personal conversation tum journey on the same day of the exploration:
lith him, and by preparing his prescriptions. The since cases of Iurethral fever,"acconpanied by chili,
folowing is an exact copy of his form for this flashes of heat, pain, etc., are not uncommon. The
beautiful powder -best preventive of this unpleasant occurrence will

Z-Mombe a full dose of morphîa, together witlî rest in a
.-Morphize Sulph. gr. j.iwarn bcd.

Camphorze I introduce a large sound into this ians bladder,
Creto. and as I now attach a sounding-board ofdeal wood,
Glycyrrh. rad. aa D i-M. the click of a lard body will bM .eard in every por-

E.ach item is to be very fine and all intimately tion of the roon. We arc satisfied that lie bas a
aed. In this vicinity " Tully's Powder" has largely calculus, and in order to discover its size, 1 with-

taken the place of Dover's Powder. By some it is draw the instrument, introduce a lithotrite, and by
!COrectly called campliorated Dover's Powder. grasping the storse in several positions ar satisfied
If you think it worthy r of importance enough that it is fot large. Again, to ascertain if there are

o pint tIe true forri, the above vill be useful to multiple concretions 1 secure tlis one in the grasp
e1cever may wish to follow the aithor strictly. of the lithotrite and then use it in sounding for
'Tlhe formi given in Tully's Materia Medica vol 1, otiiers. 1 discover none. Rom the click %vhich

;an 2, page 1260, vas giver to his publisher and the stone aives to my instrument, and-from its sur-
'he the above. face, 1 should judge that it ivas largely composed

Respectfully, of une acid, a fact which can be futher establish-
H. &. J. BREWER. cd by testing bis urine, ivhich in such a case should

Pingfield. Mass, Oct. 14. 1874. be acid, and throw down a deposit of urates.
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Were the urine alkaline, with large phcsphatic
deposits, we should infer thrt at least the covering of
the concretion consisted of phosphates.

Again, oxalate of lime imay be discovered in the
urine, but a mulberry calculus is not often difficult
of diagnosis upon contact with a sound. Stones,
however are frequently mixed in their composition,
the nucleus differing fron the coering, or the
several salts being deposited n alternating layers.
An educated touch will soon detect the dfferences
in the various forms, almost as soon as struck.

I have so frequently spoken to you of the causc
and i 1îethod of formation of these bodies, as well
as their various composition, that I need not again
dilate upon these points. The most important
question is as to the method of relief. The two
operative modes of treatment are lithotomy, and
lithotrity or lithontripsy. The former you have
seen ;ne frequently perform in this amphitheatre,
and know that is my favorite procedee ; but tne
latter is certainly a valuable operation in a certain
number of cases, and it is the plan which I chall
pursue in this instance.

in giving lithotrity the preference in the present
case 1 am influenced by the age of the patient (73),
by the large and healthy condition of his urethra,
by his freedom from renal disease, and by the pro-
bable soft nature of the calculus. Thpse are the
chief determining points in deciding this question.
His age is such as to render any operative proce.
dure somewhat hazardous, but lithotomyat this time'
oflife is quite liable to be followed by a latal result,
and lithotrity is certainly preferrble if at all possible.
Of course, it may be followeA by a low form of
cystitis, and is frequently complicated by enlarge-
ment of the prostate, but these are conditions the
risks of whi ch must be undertaken, since this stone,
if left to itself, will certainly produce serious con-
sequences.

h. young children the two operations admit of
no comparison, lithotomy being almost uniformly
successful, while lithotrity is difficult and ianger-
ous, from the small size of the outlet for fragments,
and from the irritable con dition of the parts. From
puberty to the age of sixty, the advocates oflithot-
rity advise that nearly all stones less than, one inch
in diameter, or falling below one ounce in weight,
be crushed, while larger on., be removed by the J
knife. I am still, howcver, inclined to believe that
lithotomy would yield as large a per, entage of cures
in the same class of cases, as is now reported from
lithotrity. It must be remembered that the latter
is ordinarily performed under the most favorable
circumstances. The stones, small in size, are con-
sequently of more recent date, and are correspond-
ingly less liable to be associated with serious disease
of bladder or kidneys, one of the most important
of al complications, since most likely to cause a
fatal result. Lithotomy is performed upon all class-
es of cases, after the most favorable ones have been

selected for lithotrity ; with old and large calculi,
and with numerous coexisting maladies. Is it any
wonder, then, that it yields a higher mortalily?
When we have statistics based 'upon the compag.
tive merits of the two operations, in precisely similar
cases and conditions, then and only then can we
arrive at a truthful conclusion. Do not understand
me that I am opposed to the operation, for I am
decidedly favorable to it. I am only defending
lithotomy from unjdst comparisons.

An oxalate calculus does not necessarily preclude
the crushing operation, provided it is not larger
than a bean, but one of large size will ireak an in.
strument. It is liable, also to present very sharp
fractured angles. The soft phosphatic form is
certainly the most desirable one, although the
minute fragments into which it is reduced may forn
nuclei for secondary formations.

When several stones exist the cutting operatte
is preferable. I have spoken of the state of the
urinary apparatus as determining the_ choice of oper.
ation With an irritable or strictured urethra, I
shoutld decide against lithotrity, unless the former
condition could be relieved by the passage of in.
struments, or the latter dilated to the full extentof
the normal tube.

With cystitis, or an irritable bladder, t'ne presence
of the sharp-edged fragments is frequently produc-
tive of fresh inflammatory conditions which seldom
arise auter lithotomy. With diseased kidneys, the
urine containing albumen and casts, thelastmention-
ed operation yields but one exciting cause of nez
inflanmatory changes, while lithotrity offers seve-l
With sacc-îlated ,nd atonic bladders, the cruslifg
operation is seldoin advisable. With enlargedpro
tate the difficul.y of clearing the bladder of thedé
bris following crushing was formerly considered e
unfavorable to the method, but with the recent d
vances in the means wf completely emptymg tâ
viscus, I do not see that it offers any obstacle.

In the present case I am lec to lithotrity, f
the reasons which I ha -e above named, and from
the fact that the urine only contains a little muo
The condition of the urine should Plways rec
careful examination before any attempt at opP
tive procedure.

Having decided upon the operation, prepaat
means should be taken to obtund the-sensibilityise
irritability of the urethra and bladder, by the
casional passage of sounds, and of rest, alkeli
drinks, etc.

In regard to anæesthetics, I avoid them in al!i
where the effect of the shock wo,'l not noC'a
counterb.lance the benefit to c -d from
intclligeTnt sensations of he patit .

I do not inject tL. bladder as a nole, fd
directing the patient to avoid passing his uiflc
an hour preceding the operation. With the
Fergusson lithotrite this was a matter of neeS
lest the mucous membrane of the bladder be c
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between the blades, but with Thompson's instru-
ment, in which the female blade is made wider than
its fellow, I see but little danger if due care is used.
This Thompson's lithotrite, which you here see, is
a most excellent instrument ; the male blade is
easily slid upon its fellow, and the other mechanical
arrangements are nearly perfect. The blade is
made from a solid piece of steel, and not by being
bent into position from a straight bar. Any instru-
ment, however should be thoroughly tested by being
made to crush large fragments of stones previous to
its use, since the breakage of the arm vould be an
unpleasantoccurrence in the middle of ai operation.
Such an accident would render lithotomy at once
necessary.

The best lithotrity position is at the ioot of a
hard bed or low table, in such manner that the
operator can stand between the knees ot the patient.
In cases of enlarged prostate the hips should be
considerably elevated, in order that gravity may
cause the stone to escape from its hidng place at
the base of the bladder.

If you will wa.tch the introduction of this well
oiled instrument you will see that it is easily
accomplished in the normal urethra, but if the
canal was narrowed at the membranous portion it
might be quite difficult. Any hindrance at the
prostate could be relieved by a finger in the rectum.
Once cntered, the work of seizing the stone is com-
menced, a procedure which is sometimes easy, but
frequently quite difficult. For myself I prefer only
avery moderate distention of the bladder. When
the lithotrite comes in contact with the calculus,
the blades are opened, and the body is made to
fall between them, when it is grasped and fastened.
Thonpson lays down cei tain rules to be observed
k tbis search, which inay' be of service when the
body cannot be easily found, but as a rule you can
bebest guided by the point at which the instrument
is impinged upon. These groping positions he
ames " vertical," right and left inclined," " right

ad left horizontal," " right and left reversed inclin-
ed," and "reversed vertical." A finger in the rec-
tum will sometimes lift a stone from its bed and
bring it ivithin the grasD of an instrument, but the
dificulties of seizure are not ordinarily very great.

I now rotate the instrument to assure myself that
itisfreefrom the mucou membrane, and then slow-
lY tum the screw uâtil tue stone yields. Some ad-
1se the rapid movement, in order to percuss the
stone and split it, but I prefer the slower crushing
Plocess. The blades being run down together, one
Of the fragments is seized in the same manner as at1
f'1,and the breaking process repeated, the length
Olthe sitting being regulated by the amount of pain
udirntation developed. This old man, as you see
Iffers from u pressure of the instrument and
fuom the manipulations, and we will not, therefore,
foao1g the prccess beyond breaking the stone and
"e Or two of the fragments. preferring to leave the

remaining necessary operations to a subsequent
time, rather than to light up an inflammation which
might prove most disastrous. The stone crumbles
easily, and as I now close and withdraw the blades
some minute fragments of a soft uric acid stone are
removed, with but littie blood.

The patient will be at once placed in a warm
bed, and suppositories containing two grains of
opium and one quarter of a grain of ext. belladona
introduced into his rectuii4. He may drink liquid
in full amount, but must not be allowed to rise
while passing water, for the ñrst forty-eight hours,
lest soie fragment fall forward and become lodged
at the neck of the bladder, or in the urethra, and
add to the irritation. In the event of such an
accident the attempt may be made to return the
fragment to the bladder, by means of a catheter, or
by full injections, or it may be coaxed forward by
urethral forceps, or a short-bladed lithotome.
These failing, and the suffering great, the knife must
be used to cut directly down upon the body.

In this case I have broken the stone so finely
that the debris will probally soon begin to pass
away, although we shall not permit the man to
strain at al], preferring that the fragments become
a little " water-worn." In order to pulverize the
remaining pieces a second operation may be per-
formed in from three to six days, according to the
amount of irritation produced, but I prefer to wait
a longer time, unless the patient is in haste for a
cure In some cases vesical tenesmus may occur,
either from the excitement of a slight hem orrhage,
or on account of an excessive irritability. Should
this occur the morphia must be increased until all
pain is relieved. The diet should consist of nilk,
eggs, and beef tea.

Should the bladder prove unaute to expel the
fragments, either from previous atony or resulting
partial paralysis, or from enlarged prostate, it may
be thoroughly washed once a day, through a cath-
eter having a large eye upon its concave surface, or
by Clover's or Dittel's apparatus. The fragments
inay also be extracted by suction, a bottle from
which the air has been exhausted being attached
to a catheter fitted with a stop-cock.

As a rule, however, I prefer that the bladder be
left to itself as much as possible.

The number of sittings required to completely
crush a stone will depend upon its size and compo-
sition. If the concretion is liard the first operation
will )nly divide it, perhaps, into two or.three pieces,
too large to pass the urethra, but in calculi coin-
posed of urates, or phosphates, or both, the debris,
and sometimes fragments of considerable size, vill
speedily begin to appear. In some cases, where
the several portions seem to fonn nuclei for new
formations, a dozen operations may scarcely com-
plete a cure. This chance of secondary formations
is so formidable a one that the surgeon should
never dismiss his patient until he is satisfied that
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every portion of the detritus lias
dition which must not be inferred b
sence of symptoms, but determined
oundings, vashings of the bladde

exercise. Behind the danger of th
small fragment, moreover lies the
predisposition to the formation
patients should alvays be warned o
of return.

In some cases the symptoms of v
will be greatly increased by the p
many sharp-edged pieces, but in ot
mediate amelioration of the sympto

In regard to the fatality of lithotr
tistics make the mortality between
per cent., but Sir Henry Thomps
he has never lost a case where th
larger than a small nut, the size at
be discovered. In larger stones his

, more encouraging than those of lith
I have already said, we must remem
ent conditions iinder which the two,
performed.

(The patient six hours after the
seized with a most intense vesical te
the contraction of an exceedingly ir
upon the fragments, and accompa
total suppression of urine for twe
A catheter carefully introduced se
and but little blood. The violent r
arrested by large nd repeated do
administered hyodermically. The
gion was only moderately tender, a
hot fomentations so alleviated the s
under the use of diuretics, lie vas g
in thirty six hours, and in a few day
vesical irritation had almost entirely
he ivas able to retain his urine for si
at a time. The fragments continu
several weeks, and at the end of tha
otrite was again used, and this time
quent unpleasant symptoms. Sinc
the debris lias come awvay, the pai
in micturition entirely disappeare
careful soundings reveal the fact tha
remain behind. He now considers
The weight of fragments passed w
ounce.-DE F. W.) Afed. & Surg. R

According to the latest returns th
Paris 1726 medical men, 179 afici
apothecaries, 453 dentists, 561 mid
herbalists.

A high rate of infantile morta
children under one year of age-s
Leeds.

escaped, a con-
y the mere ab-

absolutely by
r, or by violent

PATHOLOGY AND TREATMENT OF OV
RIAN DISEASES.

ABSTRACT FROM THE HASTINGS PRIZE ESsAY

A-

By
e retent on o a

constitutional LAWSON TAIT, F.R.c.S.
of stone, and The remaining affections of the ovary are those
f the possibility which are the resuit of increased growth, usualy

iriaintaking the form of cystic degeneration. Mjore
esical irritationrarely the growt is solid, and ay be cither bro.
resence of the myxomatous, or, more coni-nonly, cancer. "here
hers almost im- are no diseases in the province of surgery vhere
ms occurs. more care is needei in iveighing every point in the
ity the best sta- history, every symptom and sign, for the purposeof

six and seven establishiug an accurate diagnosis, than in those
)n asserts that classed under the head of ovarian tumors. It is
e stone was not best to make first of ail, a mental list of ail the
which it should conditions that might exist, and exclude one after
results are far another until the alternative is left.

otomy, but, as Fror the history alone, no ovarian tunor cao
ber the differ- edaibr hedife- e ignosticated. The rate of increase gives no
operations are guide. The details given by the patient as to the

region in which the growth ivas flist observed are
operation, vas often very misleading. Tumors of one ovary are
nesmus, due to oflen stated by the bearers to have originate in
ritable bladder the side opposite to that *from which theyarefound
nied by almost to grow. The menstrual histories are te be almost
nty-four hours. disregarded in making the diagnosis. With soîDý
cured no urine, menorrhagia, with others amenorrhoa, may occur-
ains were only It is especially important to eliminate pregnancy,
ses of morphia part]cularly the condition of lydramnios, which
supra-pubic re- the author lias known to be treated nith fat
nd stupes and results, on two occasions, by tapping. The uterus
ymptoms, that in the early months of normal pregnancy, is fot
reatly improved unfrequently displaced to one or other side, and
s the previous lias often been mistaken for an ovarian cyst.
subsided, and For the diagnosis of ovarian tumors, there ar

x or eight hours varjous and almost numberless symptoms, the gret
ed to pass for majority being of little or no consequence fo;
t time the lith- accuracy, and none of them are trustworthy. l
with no subse- the early growth of a simple cyst, symptoms ofanY
e that time all kînd are seldom met ivith until the tumor is suE
n and difhiculty cîently large to be impacted within the pelvis. *
i, and several growth of dermoid cysts, on the contrary, is oftez
t no fragments accompanied by intense pain. As a rule, pain h
himself cured. fot met with until cystic tumors are large enoUa*

,as nearly one if out of the pelvis, to press on important visc&r
?eporter philad. or unless the surface undergoes inflamatoq

change. As it enlarges, the symptomns becOxie
more varied and nunacrous. In the Pelis, it'
pressure gives rise to dysuria or incontinence MOL
stipation or diarrhoea, and to various neur3lgIia5

lere are now i in the abdominal cavity, by pressure on the st0e
s de sante, 734 ach, liver and diaphragm, it often producesfl2u.4
vives, and 528 and vomiting, distaste for food, &c. Comcident.

there appear indications of great systei thos
tions.

lity-chiefly of Ordinarily, the presence of an ovarian tusal
tila prevails in fot brougit to the surgeon's notice till itwhr

reached a sufient size to rise out of the the



and appear as an abdominal enlargement. Some-
times, however, it is necessary to determine the
nature of a small pelvic tumor. An ovarian tumor,
in this case, will be found to be almost invariably
behind the uterus. Usually, this organ can be
fixed between the tvo hands ; behind it is, the
tumor, and, if the uterus can be moved indepen-
dently of it, and if the tumor can also be raised
out of the pelvis, no doubt need be felt that it is
a tumor of the ovary or of the broad ligament;
how to determine between these two it is hard to
say, nor is it of much consequence.

As the tumor increases in size and rises out of
the pelvis, it becomes more difficult to determine
that it is not intimately associated with the uterus.
It is often neressary to introddce the sound to de-
termine this point ; but, as a rule, this ought never
to be done at the first examination. It not unfre-
quently happens that menstruation goes on for a
few months after conception, and to assert the
diagnosis between early pregnancy and an ovarian
tnmor just rising out of the pelvis, at a first ex-
amination, is a task which only the rash or the
greatly experienced will undertake. Only when it
bas been ascertained, by manipulation, that the
uterus is not enlarged, may the sound be in-
troduced. If then it be ascertained that the tumor
is not uterine, that it is rounded, elastic and capable,
to some extent, of being raised out of the pelvis,
it is almost certainly ovarian. It may be ovarian
if fixed, though it is rarely adherent at so early a
stage of growth. If fixed, it may be a hematocele,
an.abscess, or a soft tuamor growing from bone ;
previous history, symptoms, and, above all, explora-
tion by the aspirator, will determine these points.

When an ovarian tumor lias risen out of the
pelvis, and lias met with none of the accidents to
which it is liable, its diagnosis is easy. Palpation
and percussion will eliminate phantom tumors.
Fluctuation will assist in determining whether it be
uni- or multi-locular. Two conditions must be
carefully excluded-cystic disease of the uterus
and hydramnios. In the former, the tumor will
be found associated with the uterus, the latter
mfoving along with it when moved, and being drag-
gedupwards by it to an extent that ought always
to mike us cautious.

Solid uterine tumors, besides the absence of
uctation, have in addition two vascular signs not

Inet with in ovarian growths: namely, an aortic
ilpulse, which may be seen and felt, and an en-
largement of the uterinie arteries, to be felt in the

agina.
Hydramnios generally occurs in twins. Ballotte-
nl"Iit will assist in determining the different diag-

iOsis between a unilocular ovarian cyst and dis-
tcnded uterus.

If the tumor be found to be not uterine and solid,
yet attached to the uterus, and moving it so as to
lead to the belief that it is ovarian, we have a

choice between a dermoid cyst, a fibrous tumor of
the ovary, cancer of the ovary, or a pedunculated
fibrous tumor of the uterus. Fluctuation in some
part, and its peculiar nodulated character, will
betray the dermoid cyst, while fibrous tumors of
the ovary and cancer are very rare.

The main difficulties in the diagnosis of an
ovarian tumor are met with in the subsequeat
stages of its growth, between the time when it has
riçn above the brim of the pelvis, as far as the
umbilicus, until it has reached its extremest size.
Fluctuation, of so much use at an earlier stage,
cornes to have a decreasing value. Percussion will
generally show, in an ovarian tumor, the character-
istic distribution of dulness, though accidental
complications may vitiate the value of this sign.

The tac/us eruditus of a practiced ovariotomist
can recognize--when both an ovarian tumor and
ascites are present at the sane time-that there is
a double wave of fluctuation; one superficial and
rapid, due to the ascitie fluid, and another deeper
and perceptibly less rapid, due to the fluid in the
cyst.

The enlargement of veins often seen in the skin
of the abdomen in cases of ovarian tumor is of no
great assistance as a diagnostic sign. Auscultation
gives chiefly negative signs. Tapping, either for
the removal of ascitic fluid or the contents of a
cyst, is ofter, a great help towards an accurate
diagnosis. By the removal of peritoneal dropsy,
we may discover the actual relations of an ovarian
tumor, or we may find that the supposed tumor
has no existence, and by removing the contents of
a unilocular tumor, or of one or more of the major
cysts of a multilocular growth, we may determine
the existence of pelvic adhesions, of pregnancy, or
of some other condition that may alter our views
as to treatment.

Formerly, great stress was laid on the diagnosis
of adhesions, but modern experience bas led to a
disregard almost wholly of adhesions that are not
visceral or pelvic.

A final means for purposes of diagnosis, a der-
nier -esort in cases of doubt, is the exploratory
incision. The experience gained by the operator
from one such case ouglt to assist him in avoid-
ing its necessity in similar doubtful cases.

Mr. Spencer Wells has characterized the condi-
tion of the medical treatment of ovarian tumors as
one of hopeless impôtence.

Th-- surgical treatment of ovarian tumors bas
now been simplified into two operations : the
minor operation of tapping, which is palliative, and
rarely curative, and the major operation of ovari-
otomy, -which is either curative or fatal. Tapping
by the vagina is not usually attended with good
results.

The proper selection of cases for the performance
of ovariotomy is one of difficulty, and can be based
on experience alone. In the -author's opinion,
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there can be only two reasons for refusing to do the vagina for drainage. Septic poisoning is ao
ovariotomy-either that the case is not far enough more a peculiarity of ovariotomy thati it is of an.
advanced, or that the tumor, in all probability, putations.
could not be removed. The most unfavourable Vomiting, a frequent and troublesome synptom,case for ovariotomy is to be found in a young, must be stopped, if possible. The most usera
healthy wonan, ivith a medium-sized tumor. The remedy in Mr. Tait's experience is Morson's pep.rule ought to be to delay an ovariotomy as long as sine wine, given in drachrm-doses every ten minutes
is consistent with the patient's chances of recovery, with a little ice-water.
bearing in mind that it is not the healthiest that Flatulence is often a distressing symptom, and,
recover best. if accompanied by a high temperature, is pathog.

Presupposing that a proper case has been select- nomonic of peritonitis. Milk and lime-water often
ed, experience shows that the more nearly the mitigate it, and the passage of a Burns's tube, as
patient's surroundings resemble those of a healthy far as possible, up the rectum, will give much re
private house the better. She requires some pre- lief. Failing that, the author bas frequently punt.
parations for the change that is about to lhe made tured the distended bowels with a fine exploring
in ber alvine actions. The time of the operation 1 trocar, and kept it in for some hours, with great
should be about midway between two menstrual relief. Inflamnatory attacks of the chest and
periods. As c. the anæsthetic to be employed, diarrhœa sometimes occur.- For three or four day
the author objects to chloroform, on account of after the operation, the catheter should be used
the vomiting which follows its use, and he thinks every six or seven hours. The bowels should Lx
sulphuric ether is not much better. He recom- kept closed by opium for seven or eight das-
mnends the bichloride of methylene and the methy- After the wound bas healed, the patient should
lene ether. (The writer then goes on to state his wear a tight-fitting adominal belt instead of stays;
rnethod of operating.) for, in spite of all care in inserting stitches, there

If there be no adhesions, and no large second- is a proneness to the formation of ventral herniain
a y cysts, ovariotomy, thus far, is a very simple the cicatrix for many months after the newness of
operation. The complications and unsuspected the union has passed off.
difficulties are endless, and tax the presence of The pathology of ovarian cysts involves a nu-
nind and ingenuity of the operator. Thus a ber of questions that have been raised and discusý
second dernioid cyst may be found packed down ed by observers of the greatest eminence, but thui
in the pelvis, and it may be very difficult to renove far there are no very satisfactory explangtions f
it. For securing the pedicle, Mr. Wells's calliper- the growths. As to the causes of ovalian drops,
clamp is preferred. we must confess that we know nothing about thea

Any tumor of the uterus hd 1 better be left alone, The most common form, the adenoid or proliferon
unless it be markedly pedunculated. If the uterus and also the rare multiple tumors, occur duringth·
be enlarged by pregnancy, it must not be interfered period of life when ovarian cell-growth is mature;
with ; but if unfortunately punctured in mistake the more rare unilocular cystic growths, beside
for a cyst it is best to lay it open and empty it. being met with during this period, occur at the e.

The after-course of a case of ovariotomy is sub- tremes of life.
ject to nany rnishaps. Of their approach, the The author bas not yet met an ovarian tuMe
tenperature curve is the most trustworthy indica- that was unilocular, and lie believes that al unb
tion. Immediately after the operation the temper- cular tumors in the neighborhood of the ovary a
ature almost invariably falls considerably. To not ovarian, but of parovarian origin. The pa
obviate the shock, it is well to place hot water varian consists of a few closed linear sacs, W
bottles to the sides and feet, and adninister a dif- remains of the tubules of th-e Wolffian bodyi
fusible stimilant. Advantage bas resulted from fotal life, which may readily be seen on holdir
the practice of giving a subcutaneous injection of the broad ligament with the ovary and Falopi2
morphia immediately after the operation. i tube in situ, up to the light. These tubules b-

For the first twenty-four hours after ovariotomy, ; quently contain a perceptible amount of fluid, 'JF
the patient is allowed no other sustenance than are frequently accidentally found inÊost-norkemu
ice or iced wmater, and, perhaps, in case 0f sickness, aminations, distended to the size of beans or filke
a little soda-water and brandy, or champagne. nuts. In every truly unilocular tumor, Mr. Taitkb
Nutriment may be given cautiously on th. second found the ovary unaffected, though, on seved
day, in the forn of chicken-broth or beef-tea, in occasions, lie bas seen it stretcled over the c)I
small quantities, frequently, so as to obviate vomit- iwall.
ing. No solid food to be taken till after the fourth Mr. Tait has met with an example of a rn
day. variety of ovarian tumors, the origin of which-

In the event of the occurrence of symptoms of been traced by Rokitansky and Ritchie. ln)ý
of peritonitis, special interference may be necessary, case recorded by the author, both ovaries
such as opening the recto-uterine cul-de-sac from affected in their entirety. The tumors were
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locular, and had one or two major, with innuiner-
able mainor cysts, graduating down to the most
minute size. The tumors had the appearance of
huge white raspberries. An examination of the
«contents of a large number of the cysts discovered
in every one more or less distinct remains of an
oruflm. The condition seemed to be an hyper-
trophy of the ovaries, with arrested development
of ti.r contents.-Beston Medical and Stergical
7/urnal.

APPLICATION OF THE FORCEPS.

[Dr. E. Ii. M. Sell, in The Physician and -'Ihar-
nacist, gives the following rules as obtaining at
vienna in the use of the forceps in obstetrical
practice :-]

in the application of the forceps, the following
three conditions are noticed as essential in the
operation :

1. The cervix must be fully dilated and the head
through the os and at the floor of the pelvis.

2. The forceps nay be applied when the head
is fQand in the vagina, not enveloped by the os
uteri, whether it is rotated or not.

In the latter condition the blades should often
be opened a little, so as to allow the head to

otate, though it frequently does so with the for-
ceps.

3. In all cases of application of the forceps, the
bladder of the woman should first be emptied.
Should this be rendered difficult, fron the pressure
of the head upon the bladder, dividing it into two
sacs, we ivill generally succeed by pushing the
head a little up from the pubes.

4. In cases of danger to the child, the forceps
should be apphed, provided the conditions permit.

There is alvays danger : (a) ivhen meconiun
appears ; (b) ivhen the mother is exhausted ; or
eclampsia threatens. When the cervix, however,
is not dilated, ive must allow the child to die, and
then perform craniotomy, rather than run the risk
of rupturing the uterus.

We would say dilate the cervix by artificial
mneans rather than do either.

5. When the head remains a long time in the
gina and does not advance without any apparent

cause.
In the latter part of a delivery the forceps are no

tactionstrument, but simply a controller of the
birth, allowing the head to come out gradually;

Should it advance too fast, we must lower the
handles, or a rupture of the perineum will be the
COequence. Should a rupture be Qminent, epis-
ltomy is perfo:rned in preference.

A rupture of the perineum is treated by the irn-
mediate application of serre-fines, which are usu-
ally removed in about thirty-six hours. In case of
the rupture extending through the sphincter-ani, a,
fev simple sutures are applied.

Il abnornal rotation of the head, we apply the
forceps as usual, vith this difference, that we do
not sink the handles quite as much, and continue
our first traction in a horizontal direction till the
chia cornes under the pubes; when we commence
extraction, we raise the handles at an early period
to bring the occiput over the perineum, and then
by depressing thern, the face is born under the
pubes.

When there is a caput succedaneurn we must
push the hand as vell as the forceps high up, for
the tumor may be large.

APPLICATION OF THq FORCEPS TO A HIGH STANDING

FLEAD.

In this condition the os uteri is not yet fully
dilated, nor the cervix dravn back over the head
of the child, which is freely moveable, as it is mot
yet firnly fixed in the entrance of the pelvis.

In this application of the forceps, which is done
only in cases of very urgent necessity, it is very
easy for the head to move from side to side, caus-
ing the forceps readily to glide off, and may thus
do great injury to the mother.

The woman should be thoroughly anæsthetized,
and the forceps always applied laterally, guarding
the blade with the hand instead of the two fingers,
thus avoiding doing injury to the os.

In face presentation at the upper strait, the for-
ceps aie especially dangerous, for one blade rests
on the calvaria and the other on the chin and
trachea. This presentation is often the forerunner
of craniotomy.

In forehead presentation at the upper strait, the
face usually presents to one or the other acetabu-
lum. In this presentation the forceps are only
applied to satisfy the feelings of friends whor may
be standing by; while we appear to rnake consider-
able traction on them, we proceed to perform
craniotomy.

We would recomnend strong traction to be
made, and would expect to be successful in sone
cases.-Afedical and Surgicat .Reporter,? .il.

OxIDE 0F ZINC FoR NiGr SWEATS.-The Paci-
Ic fedical and Sergical 'ounal remarks that the

mcost ancient and venerable remedy for night
sweats is aronatic sulphuric acid, in infusion of
cinchona, serpentaria, or sage. The best of all re-
medies, however, is this: Oxidi zinci, gr. xxx. ; ext.
hyoscyami, gr. xV M. f. pil. x. Sig. Take one at
bed-tine.
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THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE BRI- Dr. REYNOLDS'S address is studied, the more prac.
TISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATION. tical its bearings will be found. And we shall not

only corne out of the study with deeper and la er
There are differences of opinion about the me- views of the nature of life and of man, but we sa

rits of the meeting of the British Medical Associa- corne out of it better physicians and better practi.
tion in as far as concerns the purposes of the scien- tioners. It 's significant to find a physician of Dr.
tific investigator who wishes to publish a first re- REYNOLDS'S special knowledge expressing his be.
port of fresh work or of nevly acquired ftcts, and lief that we are no nearer than our forefathers to
to raise upon such a basis a careful and patient an understanding of the mystery of life, and that
discussion. And every year the misgiving as to we are never likely to get much nearer to such an
the fitness of the meeting for this purpose is likely understanding. Most practica!, both in physiologi.
to increase. When some hundreds of medical men cal and medical sense, are the remarks of Dr.
break away froin practice to enjoy a few short Au- REYNOLD, on the peculiarity of man and the im.
gust days in a presumably interesting and hospit- portance of those higher qualities of intellect and
able town, the centre of an equally interesting feeling which differentiate him from even the high.
neighborhood, they are not in a mood to hear est animal-qualities which have been intensifed
papers of more than a few minutes' length. If, by modern civilization to a degree which renders
they vere ever so patient, and there were no ex- them more and more necessary to be considered
cursions and festivals to compete with the scien- by the physician. A clear note of this kind was
tific business,the crowded programme seems to ren- much needed, and Dr. REYNoLDS was well enti.
der ehorouginess of discussion impracticable. The tled to sqund it. Comparative anatomy and con-
exigency of the occasion requirep that scientific par "ve pathology are al! very well, but they do
communications be abridged, and that the discus- not'nuch help us to understand the complex life
sion of them be curtailed so as to make way for of efan, and the special and subtle influences by
other papers, vhich in their turn have to be which it is constantly in danger of being injuredor
pared down to suit the inexorablç conditions of cut short. Statistics are ail very well, but theydo
time. But this weakness of the gathering, as far not help us much to understand the complex case
as scientific purposes are concerned, does not of the individual men and women and children
amount to a proof that it is not of great value to the who come to us daily for relief. A deep reverence
profession and highly interesting to; those who com- for man as such, and a keener interest in indhid-
pose it. Whatever the fragmentary and hurried al cases, are the great points which Dr. REYNOLDS
character of the work in the sections, the lucky and impresses on us.
for the most part eminent individuals who are call- As! if by a happy understanding, there was a
ed upon to deliver the principal addresses 'n Med- sharp contrast between Dr. REYNoLDS'S address
icine and Surgery have a perfect opportunity of and that on Surgery by Mr. CADGE. Mr. CADGE'S
emitting any light that is in them, and of stimulat- address had reference to one definite disease of
ing at once the scientific and the practical spirit in the most concrete character-that of stone-ard
the members of the medical profession. And to its ivpderfuil prevalence in Norrolk. It was .
do the promoters justice, we may say that so long togethler admirable. In one respect, indeed, it
as they can organize arrangements for such Ad- was deficient and disappointing. Mr. CADGE told
dresses as those we reported last week, and such us nothing about his mode of operating. Lik
excursions as were in the programme, they will not other operators of the largest experience, he hus
fail to command, or deserve to comraand, large the least to say. It transpired incidentally thathe
gatherings. He must be a faulty individual who had performed nearly 200 operations for stofl
conld listen to these addresses, and be in the com- But with that strange iodesty which cornes d
pany of their authors for a few days, without being large experience and greafexpertness, we hearnok
raised in character, and without having a new be- ing of his method. An operater who could cOud
lief and pride in the art and science of Medicine. his cases on his fingers vould have told us exacdJ

The Address in Medicine by Dr. RUSSEL REY- where and how and how much to cut. But ?à
NOLDS was an eloquent exposition of what we may CADGE repressed ail this wisdom, and showed tii
cal the metaphysics of Physic. Those who went he was more bent on elucidating the c'rigin of t
expecting the distinguished Professor of Medicine sto ghan displaying his own skil. Like a go
to post them up in the latest truth concerning new phy cin he was concerned with the diatesi 
remedies, or to give preciser definition to old forms well s the disease. He showed how many thie
of disease, would be somewhat disappointed with have to be considered in forming theories of lithbe
the Address in Medicine. Frankly we may con- and stone. He raised the dietary of the NoO
fess to some feeling of this sort, and some regret peauantry into a question of the highest scieue
that a physician of much large and withal special interest He invested milk with a new imhp st
experience did not give a more therapeutic and -as an antilit fod; andattributed the st
practical turn to bis paper. But the more deeply absence of stone in t children of the we0
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classes to the fact that they drank milk. On the
contrary, lie attributed much blame ta the strong,
sweet, new beer of which the Norfolk peasant
drnks too liberally. He is disposed to believe in
the power of the liard water of Norfolk to produce
stone. Finally, he thinks there is as nuch inher-
ent probability in favor of the hereditary transmis-
sion of stone as of gout, cancer or scrofula. Let
us hope for a statesmanship that will make milk
cheaper, and water, not as bard as Norfolk water,
the plentiful possession of every poor man. And
as Mr. CADGE bas indicated ta Nortolk and the
Eastern Countries how to prevent stone, let us hope
that he will soon indicate to the profession how ta
get rid of it.

\We have left no space to notice Sir JAMES
PAGe'S exquisite address in the Surgical section.
But, fortunately, everybody reads what Sir JAMES
says, and bis words speak for themselves. If Sir
J.uiEs is proud of Norfolk, Norfolk may well be
proud of Sir JAMEs. We shall not be so ungracious
as to A'sturb this kindly setting in which Sir JAIMES
ingeniously and suggestively placed the good old
customs of bleeding and mercury-giving. We are
stil lnot convinced that it was good practice to
turn every case of acute pain into one of acute
anamia, or to administer mercury in nearly every
case of chronic disease. We cannot think so ill of
these "good old times" as ta suppose that syphilis
formed a part of the diseases nearly as often as
calomel formed part of the medicine. But we
thark Sir JAMES most heartily for his fine human
portraits of Norfolk worthies, and for detectiu.g,
with an instinct as kindly as it is acute, the scien-
tific element that lurked in their heroic practice.
Happy the county whose worthies have a pupil so
able to do them justice and to perpetuate and ex-
tend the faine of Norfolk surgery.-Tie Lancet.

CLINIC ON PROGRESSIVE LOCOMOTOR
ATAXY, WITH ANOMIALOUS JOINT
AFFECTION.

LY T. BUZ'ARD, M.D., F.R.C.P., NATIONAL HOSPITAL,
ENGLAND.

Let me draw your attention to the man who
now enters the room walking with the help of a
stick. There is a marked peculiarity in his gait,
and when you look at his legs for an explanation
of it, You observe at once that the greater part of
the nght low'er extremity is enormously enlarged.

amining him, however, more closely, you see
that this enlargement fails to account for his pecu-
liar walk, for the left leg, which is not notably
altered in size, presents an abnormality in move-
ment which corresponds to that in the right. If
ire analyse bis march, we find the following pecu-
aties equally well marked in the two legs :-In

the first stage of progression the foot, which nor-
maliy should be car-ned forwards nearly paraleel to
and at a distance of an inch or so froni the ground,
is raised some inches higher than this, and in a
strongly dorsal-flexed position. Wlhen it lias reached
the measure of the step, the heel is put down noisily,
and with a sort of jerk, the toes being then gradu-
ally brought down frorn their upward flexed pos-
ture, and laying hold of the ground preparatory to
a repetition of the process. All this time the
patient's feet are turned out like those of the danc-
ing masters of our youth, and his eyes are fixed
,mon the ground in front of him. When he wishes
ta turn, he stops short for a second or two, steadies
himself, and brings hinself round with great cau-
tion. He is not able to nove in a small circle.
He walks best on an even surface, and goes down
stairs easier than up, taking care to plant the entire
sole of the foot upon the step. If bis feet be placed
close together when his eyes are shut, he sways to
and fro, and would fall but for help, and he cannot
take more than two steps without the aid of his
sight. His toilette is embarrassed by this difficulty,
for he tells us that when he is soaping his face, and
consequently shutting bis eyes, he is obliged to
lean against the wall, or he would fall. With all
this, if we try to bend bis legs at the knee against
bis will, or to resist their voluntary extension, ws'e
find little or no failure of muscular power.

His condition, then, it is scarcely necessary to
say, is one of ataxy, and not of paraplegia. More-
.over, the difficulty of co-ordination is not confined
to the lower extremities. The patient is a carpen-
ter, and lie finds it impossible to use a hammer,
for in striking at a nail he constantly misses his
aim, and goes to one side or other of the object;
and he cannot saw a piece of wood in a straight
line.

So much for the disorders of motility. As re-
gards those of sensibility, they are of two kinds-
diminution of various kinds of sensibility, and
pain. He complains of a feeling of nurnbness in
both feet, extending some inches above the ankles,
and also in his hands, principally in the left. The
touch of a finger is not felt at all on either sole ;
in the sane situation, however, the contact of ice
is immediately recognised, and its coldness appre-
ciated; heat, on the other hand, is more slowly,
but still correctly recognised. Electro-cutaneous
sensibility is much diminislied in the hands, still
more so in the legs, and is quite absent in the soles
cf the feet. The muscular sense is manifestly
impaired, for not only can he not tell vhen in bed
in which direction his legs are lying, but he cannot
feel the contraction of the muscles of his thighs
when they respond to an induced current. This
response is normal in the right thigh. somewhat
deficient iii the left, and very imperfect (probably
for a reason which I -will mention presently) in
both legs belov the knees.
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The otier disorder of sensibility consists in the time past lie has been impotent. In the earlier
liability to " flyinag pains," and these he has had part of his illness lie suffered from gastric disturb.
since 1869, the longest interval of exemption hav- ance of a peculiar kind. He vould require to
ing lasted about three months. His last attack of relieve bis bowels five or six times in the twenty
pains visited him on Sunday, Monday, and part of four hours, the motions being small in quanry
Tuesday. A pain would last perhaps five seconds, and solid, and he would besides go more than
and resemble some sharp instrument suddenly once daily to stool without result. This irritability
pushed into the lower part of the shin-bone. It of the bowels, although not usually included amongst
would recur every five minutes or so during the the plienomena of progressive locomotor ataxy, is
daytirne, and alnost entirely deprive him of sleep a symptom which I have occasiona 1 -. observed in
during the nights. And this bas been the gene-ral other cases, but never, I think, occurring so early
character of his pains, vhich, however, were worse in the history as it did in this man.
formerly than they have been of late. Since the It seems that our patient first began to stagger
commencement of his illness lie lias always liad a in his gait about June, 1868. The "flying pains"
feeling as of a tight band arough his waist, and f commenced early in 1869, and in March of that
distension in bis stomach. year he began his attendance at this hospital.

Althougli the symptoms described are those Under treatment with arsenic lie rapidly improved
.common to progressive locomotor ataxy, they do so much that be was able to return to bis occupa.
not of themselves suffice to mark the case posi tion, -which lie had been obliged to quit, and he
tively as one of that class, as pictured by Duchenne. continued to work more or less for his living until
To complete the catalogue, there should be some Decenber last. Since that time he has not blea
evidence of functional disorder of one or other of able to follow bis employment, but lias attended
the cranial nerves. As is well known, diplopia here regularly.
from paralysis of one or other of the nerves sup- It vas in June, 1873, that he called our atten
plied to the external muscles of the eyeball, and tion to his right leg, which lie said was enlargd
ambl.yopia from progressive atrophy of the optic On examining it, we found the leg swollen and
-disc, are the most common forms which these dis- oedematous below the knee. The circumstace
orders assume. Now, this man bas a well-marked after this escaped our attention until the followig
squint ; and if we had not inquired particularly December, vhen he again complained very Mué
about this feature of bis case, we might easily have of this limb. On stripping him, the knee-joint ad
jumped to the conclusion that the symptom, as it the thigh for some distance above it were noi
appears in him, is just that which is wanting to found to be enormously enlarged, evidently with
complete the ensemble of the requisite conditions. fluid, and this condition bas persisted ever sin«
But it seems on inquiry that his strabismus dates with but very slight variations of size.
from very early childhood, and there is little doubt At the present time (JulY, 1874) the folloig
tlat it is one of those ordinary squints arising from is the condition of the limb :-The right thigt
hypernietropia vhich are so often ascribed (as he, begins to swell a short distance below the grm,
indeed, ascribes it) to a kind of retribution for so that at a point eleven inches above the uppe
initating a school-fellow with the like affliction. border of the patella it measures 17 inches ia
Ve must, therefore, exclude the strabismus from cireuniference, as against 16 inches in the 16
our calculation. Examination with the ophthal- thigh. Descending, the enlargement is more W

.ino scope discloses no change in the optic discs ; more marked until the knee-joint is reached, ad
and the man himself complains of no material here the measuring tape applied over the pat5
-weakening of his sight. We do find, however, one gives a circumference of 19 inches on the rig
cranial nerve which shows symptoms of disorder. side and only 131 inches on the left. About
for the last few months our patient has been inches below the lower margin of the patella te
growing deaf in the left ear, and now le cannot on enlargement almost suddenly ceases. The srI
that side hear the ticking of a watch however ing is liard and elastic, the skin of almost polishM
.closely it is applied. Duchenne, Renak, and smoothness, and traversed by l.rge veins. Exte
Topinapd have each recorded instances in which sion of the leg is perfectly performed, but flei
the auditory nerve was affected; the latter men- is somewhat limited. Since the photograph e
tioning seven cases in which lie bas noted this taken in March last, although the size of the Wia
condition. The feature is a slight one, and not has continued the same, you will notice ·tihat
common; but in this case so characteristic are the curious-alteration in its appearance bas taken phe
disturbances of motility and sensibility, that it The leg now forms an angle of about 45 deg. V.
suffices to complete the picture. I ought to add, the thigh, the apex being inwards-a deford
too, that his pupils are tinutely contracted. For which is due ta subluxation of the joint frol l
the rest, we note that at various times e has had strained and weakened internal lateral lignn
great delay in emptying bis bladder, and occa- gradually refusing its office. That the swellif
sional incontinence of urine; and that for a long not odematous is evident for two rçgQng
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There is no pitting on pressure. 2nd. When the! describes no less than five examples of the kind
rheophores carrying an nduced current of eec-l out of fifty cases of tabes in the Saltpétrière. It
tricity are placed upon the quadriceps extensor I is to Dr. Charcot,* I think, that we owe in the
muscle just above the patella, where the enlarge- first instance the recognition of this peculiar arthro-
ment is very great, there is immediate and poverful' pathy, which lias been well described also by Dr.
muscular contraction. The electric excitability at 1 Ball. In this country, so far as I am aware, the
this spot is, indeed, nuch more marked than in i only recorded case is one described by Dr. Clifford
the correponding part of the left thigh. 'hie Allbut.t
dluid therefore lies under and not superficial to the Dr. Charcot looks upon the affection as one of
muscle, as would be the case in odema. Lower the multiple forms of spinal arthropathy, by which
down, the leg is certainly somew'hat cedeniatous ; term he would designate a group of disorders which
and there, as you see, the conduction of the cur- appear to be directly dependent upon certain lesions
rent is interrupted by the presence of fluid in the of the spinal cord. In his experience the arthro-
subcutaneous connective tissue, and the muscles 'pathy in question is always an early phenomenon,
consequently faïl to act to the electric stimulus. t occurring between the prodromous period and that
The increased excitability of the quadriceps exten-' of inco-ordination, If it should, however, be late
sor in the affected limb is doubtless oving to the lin appearing, it is then always, he says, in con-
thinning and tension of the strained skin, favoring 1 nexion with one of the superior extremities, and
conduction to the muscular tissue immediately I he attributes this to the circumstance of the scle-
beneath it. When the leg is rapidly extended, 1 rosis, which is the cause of progressive locomotor
the hand laid upon the knee-jont is conscious of I ataxy, frequently invading the upper part of the
a peculiar scranching thnill. Now it is important cord only after the lower part bas been for a long
to remark that al] this accumulation of fluid bas tirne affected. The present case, however, is an
taken place without any of the symptoms of ordi- exception to this rule, for the symptom in question
nary joint inflammation. Dunng the process of I did not appear until marked inco-ordination of the
enlargement the patient had no pami or heat in the lower extremities had existed for many years ; and
joint; lie was conscious only of a graduai increase it is in the knee-joint-not a joint of the upper
in its size. At the present time, if lie kneels or extremities-that it bas shown itself. Dr. Charcot
walks much, he gets a little achng pain extending describes the condition as an extreme tumefaction
down the leg, but so long as he does not bend the of the entire limb, composed of (i) a considerable
knee much he has no pain whatever, and the only hydrarthrosis ; (2) a diffuied swelling, for the most
inconveniernce vhich he suffers is from the weight I part of bard consistence, and in which the ordi-
of the swollen Ilimb causrig him to be readily nary symptoms of cedema are not usually apparent.
fatigued. There is no swelling of the ankles or lHe remarks that this arthropathy is unaccompa-
feet. As I pointed out before, the action of the nied generally by fever or pain. This description
right leg in wailking is precisely similar to that of! precisely applies to the case before us. You will
the left, but the movement of the joint is limited I note besides, that although the knee-joint is enor-
la the direction of flexion. t mously distended with fluid, it does not present

Such is the very anomalous joint affection which I the appearance of ordinary chronic synovitis, in
this patient presents. It is, you will remark, a I which the distended capsule of joint projects with
condition which asserts itself so very prominently 1 marked distinctness in three places-viz., above
tut, were this man to present himself for the first! the patella and on each side of the ligamentum
lime for medical advice, it is more than probable patelhe. There is no such mapping out of the
that the whole attention of the examiner would be I knee-joint in this case ; and this is evidently be-
fixed upon the state of the right limb, and the cause, in addition to the fluid in the articular cavity
much more serious general disorder with which the I itself, there is effusion in its neighborhood. This
Patient is affected would be passed over unnoticed. effusion, as it does not occasion the appearances

It so often happens in clinical medicine that we of subcutaneous œdema to present themselves, is
fail to sec what we do not specially look for, that t probably beneath the muscles. The affection,
I an constrained to believe that such a condition I then, is a peculiar one, and its pathology is by no
as this bas probably existed (though not, perhaps, means clear Experience of these cases shows
to0 sO marked an extent) in others of the somewhat that, with a striking similarity in their onset, their
fum2erous instances of progressive locomotor ataxy progress varies. In some, at the end of a few
which have coume under my observation ; but it is weeks or months, the swelling disappears, and the
ajact that I have never before noticed this affec- joint apparently returns to its former condition.
ton, and nmy colleague, Dr. Hughlings Jackson, to This is styled by Dr. Ball the forme benigne. In
Woom I showed. this patient, tells me that it is
likewise the first case of the kind which he has * Lecons sur les Maladies du Systeme Nerveux. Paris,
seen. This experience, or lack of experience, 1873. 2 me Serie.
oltrasts remarkably with that of Dr. Charcot, who-. † St. George's Hospital Reports, vol. iv.
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others, on the c.ontrary, grave disorders remain
-erosions of the osseous surfaces, creaking move
ments, various luxations, or even total destruction
of the joint (forme ma/ine). As regards frequency,
it is first the knee, then the shoulder, the elbow,
hip, and wrist which are apt to be affected ; but
the small articulations may also suffer. Several
joints may be coincident-- *- olved.

The affection, which in et ain respects is sug-
gestive of dry chronic arthritis, differs from that
disease, as Dr. Charcot points out, in several par-
ticulars : in the large quantity of fluid by which it
is characterised, and the fact of the effusion ex-
tending beyond the limits of the joint ; in the
luxation which Î common in the ataxic class ; in
the fact that the keee is most commonly affected,
not the hip, and that the joint affection of the
tabetic patient may retrograde or even recover,
which is never the case in dry chronic arthritis ; in
the suddenness of the appearance, and rapidity of
progress of the disease. On the other hand, it is
true that in cases of old standing, when the arti-
cular surfaces, deprived of cartilage, have con-
tinued to rub against each other, the characters
of dry arthritis are observed ; eburnation and
deformity of the articular surfaces, with osseous
growths on the extremities of the bones.

The existence of articular affections dependent
upon preceding lesion of the nervous system is
now getnerally recognised. Such affections have
been observed in connexion with lesions of the
peripheral nerves, as well as in limbs which are the
subject of hemiplegia from hoemorrhage or soften-
ing of the brain, in Pott's disease, in acute myelitis,
in certain cases of tumors occupying the grey sub-
stance of the cord. The fact that the joint affec-
tion is exceptional in progressive locomotor ataxy
suffices to show that it is not due to the sclerosis
of the posterior columns which constitutes the
important pathological change in that disease, but
to lesion of what part of the substance of the cord
its causation must be referred there is at present
no evidence to show.

I think it very likely that, as we shall in future
specilly examine the joints of our ataxic patients,
we shall meet with cases of the same character as
that which I have described.-Te Lancet.

HOT WATER INJECTIONS IN UTERINE
DISEASES.

Dr. T. A. Emmet (N. Y. Medical 'foutrnal, July,
1874), in an interesting and valuable article upon
the Philosophy of Uterine Diseases, makes the
following practical remarks upon hot water as a
means of controlling pelvic circulation and impart-
ing tone to the pelvic vessels:

The prolonged use of hot water is followed by a
tonic contraction of the arterioles, and thus an

approach to healthy action. The inimediate effect
of heat is dilation, the secondary effect contraction.
The best method of using hot water to obtain its
contracile effect the Doctor describes as follows;

The woman is placed on her back, with the hips
elevated by a properly shaped bed pan under he,
and o gallon or more of hot water at 98° or a high.
er temperature, is slowly injected into the vagina
by means of Davidson's syringe. This operation
blanches the mucous membrane and diminishes the
size of the canal, as if strong astringent had been
used. While the hips are ele% ated the vagina will
retain during the injection a large quantity of water,
which, by its weight, will iistend every portion C4
the canal, so that it will come in direct contact
with the murous membrane, under which the capil.
laries lie. The vessels of the neck and body of the
uterus pass along the sulcus on each side of the
vagina, and their branches encircle the canal in a
most complex network. The vessels of the fundu,
througlh the veins of which the blood passes by the
liver back into the general circulation, conmmunicate
with those below by anastornosis.

We can thus, through the vagina, influence,
directly or indirectly, the whole pelvic circulation
We can so diminish the supply as not only to ched
congestion, but we can literally starve out an infla.
mation. I know from my own personal observation
that several of these injections a day at oo° to o'
will abort an attack of cellulhtis if resorted to ealy
enough, and their use persevered in, with the aid
of rest and anodynes. These injections exercisea
most beneficial effect on the reflex system, by aty-
ing local irritation. I know no better means l«
removing the nervousness and sleeplessness of a
hysterical woman than a prolonged hot water vagm.
al injection when administered by an experiend
hand. The injections will frequently soothe a P
tient in less time than could be done by any drq
in the pharmacopeia. To receive permant
benefit fron their use, they must be continuedunt
the patient is restored to health. They should t
given once a day, preferably at bed time. Theon
position in whiclh the patient can receive any bee
íl' froni theni is on the back, with the hips elevatd
as described. She cannot administer them profr'
ly herself-and I know of no arrangement Whid
can take the place of an ntelligent nurse. As th
patient improves in health the quantity of wt
can be diminished and the temparature lowerd
until the injections are discontinued from dailyu
but for some time they should be employed fos
few days after each period.-Detroit Med. Revia

It is said that the oxyuris vermicularis, or thred
worm, may be readily dislodged from its favoe
habitat in the rectum by the .nijection of from tfý
to three ounces of ol. morrhum, repeated once
twice.
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ACUTE RHEUMATISM ; PERICARDITIS; the left side. Several ounces of perfectly clear
SUDDEN AND RAPID EFFUSION INTO serous fluid were then drawn off by suction, but
PERICARDIUM,; PARACENTESIS PERI- the flnuid gradually became more and more colour.
CARDII; RECOVERY. ed till it appeared to be mere blood. After ten

ounces of fluid had been withdrawn, the tube was
(Under the care of Dr. Smti..LZiroN .bu-ru.) removed, and the aperature closed with strapping.

e The area of cardiac dulness had considerably dimi-
W. L- , aged twenty-five, married ; a plaster- 1 nished, and the dyspnœa was much relieved for a

er, Has had four attacks of " rheumatic fever " i feu. minutes, but the dulness increased again in
during the last three years, but does not know that i about ten minutes, though not to the same extent
his heart was affected in any way. Has iot coni- as before the operation, and lie still had consider-
plained of shortness of breath, and lias had no dif- able difficulty in breathing, but the pulse was

neuhy i getting about. He lias been ailing for stronger than before. It was presumed that some
the last nine months, but did not lie up till three hSmorrhage into the pericardium lad taken place,
weeks ago, when pain in his hips came on, and he as the last few ounces of fluid looked like undilut-
bas been obliged to remain in bed snce. ed blood, and the whole quantity of fluid became

Admitted March 13 th, 1874. Complains of i a coherent mass of coagulum after standing. In
feeling sore all over. He is unable to move with- i the evening lie breathed more easily. The pulse
out pain, but no articular swelling is visible. Per- I was 124, fuller than before the operation ; respira-
spires freely. Has a depressed expressina, and , tiOn 44 ; temperature ro3°F.
lieson his back Temperature 102-6' ; pulse 1o8 ; 1 26th.-Pulse 124; respiration 36; temperature
respiration 32. Complains of pain in th cardic ro, morning.
region on drawing a deep breath. A friction sound 25 th.-Pulse 116; respiration 32; temperature
is audible over the base of the heart, and a prolong- i oo The left wrist was painful and swollen ; he
ed blowing sound at the apex. There is no in- perspired very copiously ; pericardial dulness less;
crease of cardiac dulness. The urine lias a spec- respiration easy.
lificgravity of 1025 ; it is slightly acid, but free On April 2nd he was free from pain, and slept
fom albumen. Ordered six leeches to be applied !well. On the 7th lie was not so well. Pulse I 12
to the cardiac region, and to take an akaline mix- temperature 99-6°. Did not complain of pain;
ture every four hours. could draw a deep breath without difficulty;

14th-Friction sound at the base less distinct. i cardiac dulness normal; a slight systolic friction
Temperature 101 -2 F. ; pulse 92 ; respiration 28. sound audible at the base of the heart.
There is slight effusion into both knee-joints, and) On' May r9 th le was discharged, the heart's
tendemess about the ankles. The precordial pain sounds being normal, the area of cardiac dulness
relieved. 1 not enlarged. He1 was still weak, and the pulse

23rd.-The friction sound still audible. Order- ivas rather small, soft, andc quick.
ed some blistering fluid to be applied over the base On July 6th he was doing his regular work
ofthe heart. without much difficulty.-The Lancet.

24th.-A loud double friction audible over the
whole cardiac area, but no increase of cardiac dul-
ness.

25th.--Was taken suddenly in the night with A HANDY METHOD OF EXAMINING MORBID
wite precordial pain and dyspnrea. At midday TissuES MicRoSCOPICALLY (Tlie Britsh Medical
the pain was unrelieved, and dyspnœa considerable. Yournal, September 5, 1874).-Take a portion of
Pîlse small and weak, 13o; respiration 44; tem- 1inerve-tissue, about the size of a large pin's head,
peature xoo° F. Cardiac dulness axtends to the from a thoroughly defined locality, press it out gently
acco'd interspace ; no cardiac impulse to be felt; under a covering-glass on a slide, remove the cover-
beart sounds scarcely audible ; no friction sound. ing-glass, and apply to the mass left on the slide a
hps, lingers, and toes looking blue ; no impair- drop of " Judson's simple (aniline) magenta dye,"
ment of consciousness, but dsypnœa very urgent. diluted with eight drops of water ; with a needle,
Praceatesis pericardii was considered necessary, mix the dye and the nerve-matter carefully, and
asnothing short of the removal of the fluid from cover the preparation with a clean covering-glass,
the peicardium seemed likely to restore the rapid- again gently pressing it out to such an extent that
1Yeakening power of the heart. Accordingly Mr. light can pass through it. On submitting a speci-
Charles Steele vas called in consultation, and im- j men thus prepared to the microscope, it will be
mediately proceeded to perform the operation. found that the cells, the nuclei of the neurog., and
One of the larger sized tubes of Dieulafoy's aspira- the blood-vessels, are beautifully tinted a deep crim-
hI 17as plunged through the skin and chest-wall at son color, leaving the other tissues almost unaffect-
asoçt between the fourth and fiftheribs anl half ed. Morbid products are also well brought into
eYbetveen the middle line and the nipples on % view, either by their ready absorption of the dye,
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as in the case of amyloid bodies, or by their refusal couple of inchcs, probably through tIe longitudinal
to take on the tint, as in the case of colloid bodies. fissure down to the corpus callosum ; slight puffi.
Htematoidin accepts the color all too readily, but ness of forehead. Ice-bag ordered to his hcad;
the practised eye soon recognizes its appearance. pad of lint placed over -vound.
Pigmentary degetieration of cells is well shown, July ist.-Morning termperature 99-6°; child
nucleus and nucleolus b-ing thoroughly demonstrat- quite conscious, and without any bad symptom -
ed ; the poles can also be traced for long distanLes. slept well during the night. Evening temperature
-Md. Times. Philad. 98-2°

Still going on well. Morning temperature 9o.s'
puffiness of rorchead has somewhat decreased.

i9th.-Out of bed und running about.
CASES OF FRACTURE OF THE SKULL. 2oth.-Very restless during the night, calling

out and bcing very fretful. Temperature, 9 A.M.
(Under the care of Mr. SUsM JuL, .t, Thoma\ 105°F. ; quite conscious, but restless and drowsy;

Hlosptal no paralysis or twitching; no sickness. Evening
The two following interesting cases of fracture of temperature 103 2°

the skull-for the notes of which we are indebted 21st.-Mornng temperature 103·4°; child stil
restless; no sickness or shivering; wound locks

to Mr. S. Osborne, surgicl registrar -have recent- healthy , no hzUmorrhage ; slight purulent discharge;ly been trcated at this hospital. complains of pain, which is accompanied by swell.
G. M.-, a child, fourteen months old, was ing behind and helow the cars; glands enlarged

admitted into Victoria ward on July 6th, havng end tender along the border of ramus of jaw. Eve.
been run over by a spring cart, which passed over ning temperature 1o2-8~.
his right leg and then over the right side of the 22nd.-orning temperature 9-8' ; passed a
head, causing contusion of the leg and a large cf good night and is apparentlywell.
fusion of blood beneath the scalp extendng fromgo night an i ppar n aoell.
the nape of the head to the vertex. The patient I 25th.-Pumness still remains about forehead;
was insensible; the pupils contracted ; there was swelhng n neck has decreased ; child lt.g up i
bleeding from the nose, but none from either car; bed. Temperature normal.
surface of body cold ; breathing rapid ; tempera-. 26th. -Morning temperature 93·4'. After ha,.
ture 99·6°. The child vomited on admission, and ing been visited by bis friends, and in all probaùN.
again at intervals up to 12 o'clock at night.
bag was applied to the head.

Ice-

July 7th.-Morning ; Temperature roo·20; pu-
pils still contracted ; no strabismus; vomiting has
ceased; skin warm.-Evening; Temperature 1oo°;
patient quite conscious.

itLy sturea with sweatmeats, the patient becae
very restless toward evening, and had a tempera-,
ture of 103-8.

27.-Morning temperature 970 ; child i3 aga
quite well and bright.-4 P.M. ; Temperature 95.

The patient ha:- since made satisfactory pr
8th.-Morning ; Temperature oo-2° ; qite con- gress.-Tle Lancet.

scious ; has again vomited several times ; no
twichings.-Evening; Temperature roo°

ioth.-Child sitting up in bed and doing well.
A fracture of the skull can now be distinctly felt, MEDICAL NEWS AND ITEMS.
in a line with the sagittal suture, extending from
the posterior fontanelle to the right side of the oc- FIBRous ANCHYLOSIS (Medical Record, Septer
cipital bone, a portion of the bone on the right ber i, 1874).-Dr. Louis A. Sayre believes thati
side being depressed. Pulsation ofbrain-substance those cases of fbrous anchylosis which most clo
discerniý>le. Temperature normal. ly simulate bony anchylosis, a distinguishing fe^

28th.-Child shows no bad symptons. The ure is that if movements are made at the joint,ad
fracture is gradually closing up. any motion whatever is secured during the maniF

S. H.-, a child aged three years, was admit- lation necessary to a thorough examination of t*
ted into Elizabeth ward on the 3oth ofJune, hav-, case, it iv;ll be followed by more or less ofpu
ing received a blow upon the vertex of his head within twenty-four hours. For when bony arcd
from the pointed end of a pickaxe. On admission losis is present no movements at the joints can
the patient was partially sensible, surface of body made, consequently pain will not be produced"
pale and cold, pupils slightly contracted, breathing the point of anchylosis. This rule will be foundr
short. Temperature 97·6° Much hemorrhage of be reliable. The subsequent occurrence of pi
venous character from a small wound over the sa- in and about the joint, even if there be no appad
gittal suture, communicating with a fracture of the motion, will ju tify measures calculated to give
skull in that situa-tion ; longitudinal sixnus laid it gradual resîoration of motion.-Med. 1Ye
open; probe passed within the skull for about a 1 Philad.

I
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EFEECT OF SUBMEnsIoN IN WARM AINr HoI tree perfect, the others ranging fron one-quarter
T.-.- Dr. F. H. Hamilton (N. Y Medical Re- of an inch to one inch and a hall shortening of

ord, May 15, 1874) sums up an interesting contri- féeur. 0f those over eightcen one iias perfect,
bution to the treatment of surgical injuries as fol the others ranging from three.eights of an inch to
lows : The use of hot water is limited to injuries two inches short. One case was attended by gan-
below the knee or below the middle third of the 1 grene and dcath ; one dicd from ether, and another
arn. It is especially valuable in laceration or con- 1vas savcd from death with dificulty.
tnsions, inflammations, etc. No treatment observed Thus, of thirty-siven cases, including ten uncier
by Dr. Hamilton has been followed by equally favor- eighteen years, there were only four perfect results.
able resuilts. The area of acute inflammatior is limit- The case attended by gangrenc, the death from
ed, erysipelatous inflammation has been almost uni- eher, and other minor accidents, fil out anything
fornly arrested or restraîned when it lias actually but an inviting picture for immovable dressings.
commenced, and it lias never originated after sub- Certainly immovable dressings nust make a bettLr
nerison, gangrene lias in no instance extended be- 1 shoving, before a sane surgeon can undertake a
yond the parts originally injured, and, when pro. case of fractured fémur in an aduit, and expect a
gressing, it lias in most cases been speedily ar- pedèct result.-ilkd. Detroi.

o tted. Septicfhnaia and pyfia haane inot ensued
in an- case in wbich submersion bias been practiced TREATMENT OF H.eigRtnHneS.-r. William
from the first tay of the accident. Purulent infil- Collers D aiblin our. Mcd. Se., June, 1874), having
trations and consecutite abscesses have been infre- under his care a severe case of a bleeding piles"
quent, and always linited to the neighborbood o where al former treatm nt, including applications
the pirts injured and of sniall extent. Trauxatie fe- of fuming nitric acid, ihad been o no avail, conclud-
Iver, xsually present aftei grave accident, when other ed t, try injection operchloride ofiroin. For this
plans of treatment have been pursued as early as purpose tenty minis ofthe ordinary tincture were.
the third ox fourti day, lias setdum been present injected into each ass by eans of a hypodermic
when this plan lias.been adopted, and in no case syringe. The injection caused fess pain utan the
as the fever been intense or alarming. The phbe- nitric acid, and nce administration sufficed to re-
orCena usually observed in cases of recent lacerait- mo me the hdemorrhoids completely.

ed or incised wounds bohen subnerged are, a sense
of confort, yet flot absolute relief froi r ainc; on DiFFERENCE m ET iEEN THE INDUCED AND GAL-
the second or third day the adjacent parts are VeeNIC CURENT.-Tese diffrences are great, and
swoen, but not sa rnuch reddened. The integu- vitally important in any rational use f electricity.
ment usually assumes a white, sodden appearance, TiEy are w Fell stated by Dr. G. V. Poore, London
rd oly sligt tenderess. On the fift, sinf- C or Lncet, May 9 u. 1874.

seenth day, the swelling is greater than usually Respecting thi galvaic curreot is is to be re-
acconpanies other plans of treatment, but it is not embered : i) m is continuosly uvoiced and atiays
atended ith increased tenderness, and is chiefy flows in onie definite direction-from positive tc
in a condition of oedemna At the sanie tinie, the negative pole. (2) Itlihas 7wel markcd ch;nical anad
geulrations are ger.erally covered ith lymph. or theroal ft s. This action is most marked at the

nse exudiate of a hitish colon At the end as negative pole. (3) i h. eledryticturs-passe
fOteen days, the period at which f pmentations through a compound liquid decomposition frequent-
2re substitutes af submersion, the limb is stili ly results.
odematous, the granulations abundant; sometines Resrecing the induced current it is ta be re-
red, and sometimes covered with the hite exudi- nir : (ic) a is onedinistay ion u t.oe
ten-fed. Reviw, Detrvit. casess oirection i cons/anly changng-many thces

in a second, s that in using it no attention seed
TREATMENT 0F FRACTURE 0F THE FEMUR y be given to the diffDrFnt pales. (3) T e DNDical,

IIOVABLE APPARATS. -Dr. F. H. Hamlton(N thermal, and ectrolyti effects are alnosi nil, so slight
Y Medical Y~ourna4, Aug, 1874) makes a valuable as ta be entirely disregarded.

and scientific contribution to this red ted subject. (4) t iottiny any eatsion of/he corren are very
The reported cases were treated in Bellevue and great, so that it overcoms, Githut difficulty, any
Oer New York hospitals, by hisef and friends. resistance hicMa the 9unan body may oppose ta
.'ne fieasurements were muade both by the doctor It. (5) -It c<iUscs /âe con/rait IlOf haltlY mu11scles

seenh a, heswlin i rete ta uual Repctn thganc cregavntis is et behre.

and one other physician. The figures given are f2ir mure efeeutha n kglanelurct.Ti
those obtained by these measurements. Further, is due to the constant interriuptor s and greater
the caes are taken witout any selection, but in 'tension and intensity of the induced current-De-
regular orns:, as they were treated in the lyosptais. troit M d. Review.
sormYseven cases are reported. 0f these, ten Sir James Paget says the best wass for harden-
ae under eighteen, and toentyseven over eigesen ing the skin, to prevent bedsores, is one part of
Yels aI age. 0f those under eightee-n there ive. swet spirits of nitre ta three parts of in ater.
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At the recent medical congress held at Marseilles,
the majority of the doctors present agreed that the
best possible diet for children was oatieal porridge
and sweet milk.

OAT MEAL FARINA AS A FooD FOR INFANTS.-
MM. Beaumetz and Hardy reconimend very highly
the use of oat-meal farina for the feeding of young
children. According to these gentlemen, this
farina resembles human milk most closely in its
plastic and respiratory elements, and contains, in
addition, iron and phosphates. It lias, besides,
the property of preventing or arresting diarrhwea,
which so frequently occurs in young children.
Some infants of fuur to eleven months, who were
fed upon this farina, were found to grow equally
well with those who were nourished by the iilk of
a good nurse.

THE OBSTETRIC SwING.-Tlhe best contrivance
is one which I shall venture to call my own, though
it may, very likely, have been suggested before.
It acts on the principlc of directing muscular action,
and consists of a sheet twisted loosely in the form
of a rope, and tied together at the ends. Put the
feet into the loop at the lower end, and push ; grasp
the other end with the hand and pull ; the power
exerted in this way is indefinite ; it is the gymnastic
paradox of trying to lift oneself, and may be practic-
ed, till the sheet or back gives way. Its effect iii
labor is surprising, and is immensely appreciated
by patients. It brings the body muscles into play.
It relieves that distressing sense of helplessness,
which all women feel, by enabling them to help
thenselves. It shortens labor. It saves the use
of instruments. Allow me to recommend it to your
readers.-Boson Mled. and Surg.Yourna.

INTRAXASCULAR mîurmurs are sometinies heard
in the aiteries and sometimes in the veins. They
are systolic, but sometimes diastolic, in rhythm.
In the arteries these murmurs may be strictly
localised, or may be audible over every part of the
arterial system. In the veins, as a rule, they are
audible everywhere, provided certain conditions are
complied with, though they are permanently pre-
sent in certain parts of the body where these con-
ditions naturally'exist. Such intravascular murmurs
are of the most various significance, and can only
he miost brielly referred to now. Sometinies they
signify serious lesioi of the vessels theiselves ; at
others, nothing worse than some slighit deformîity
of the clest, the result of rickets ; and at still other
times, only an alteration in the condition of the
blood itself, which may arise from the most -rious
causes.-" On the Diagnosis of Discase of the&
Heart," by Geoe W Ba/four, MD., FR. C.P.E.
(Edinburgh Medical Yournal, func, 1874.)

ETHER AS AN ANTHELMINTIC. - Prof. Vegel C

announces a new application of this an2stheti,
namely, the destruction of tape-worms. The ether
is enclosed in a gelatine capsule and swallowcd. 1t
soon becomes vaporized in the stomach, (?) and
the worm, then becoming stupefied, is easily r.
noved by' any of the ubual remedies, against which,

h0ien awake, it offers strong resistance.-,burl
.f Apflied CheImisty, August, 1874.

PEtAn~NNA, ETC., IN INCONTINENCE OF UJRIN'E
IN CHILDREN.-In a paper read before the Obste.
trical Society of Dublin, by Dr. Kennedy, he
advocated the following measures for the cure of
this complaint:-

i. Training patients to retain their water in
the daytine a, long as possible

2. The use of the cold douche.
3. A moderate use of fluids towards night

and a total abstinence fron tea.

4 The internal use of belladonna in gradually
increasing doses, till its specific effects are
produced. In referring to the action of thi
drug lie mentioned one feature about it as regards
children, namely, their small susceptibility to it
action, and that they bear it very much better thu
adults.-(New Renedies.)

SAUSAGES COLORED BY ANILINE.-Aniline red
is used to impart to sausages a fresh and healthy
appearance. It can easily be detected by the use
of alcoliol or ether, either whiih substances dis
solves aniline, but no' blood. The use of aniice
red is severely reprehensible, not only from the fact
that it is known to have caused the illness of entre
families whio have eaten neat colored with it, bs
also because, from its iode of preparation, it frý
quently contains arsenic, and must, therefore, act
as a poison.-Amrier. Chemist.

CHORAL AS AN ANÆESTHETIC DURING LABoR.-
(The Lancet, February 21, 18 74 .)-Dr. W. Pla.
fair has found that chlorai lias the immense adwd-
tage over chloroform, wlhen adninistered duriqi
labor, of not lessening the strength or intensityo'
the pains, while at the sarne time remarkably diun
ishing the suffering resulting from them. It is
chiefly applicable at a period when we would not
think of administering chloroform,-towards the
ternination of the first stage of labor, before tic
complete dilatation of the os, and when the shaq-
grinding pains perhaps produce more suffering and
are less easily borne than thei more forcing pa*s
of a later stage.

le gives the drug at first in fifteen-grainl doseN
and then in smaller quantity, increasing the into
vals between its administration, and this usua!
keeps up a full and suficient effect for hours. Il
need not at all interfere with the exhibition
chloroform.-lfed. Timnes, 1P/ila. I

'f
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tion of the medlical practîtioners, that thiere the

THE CANADA LANCET: effort seems to bc t get practîce by reducing fees,

Aand cutting under a rival's charges instead f the
A Mnthy Jurnl c I~edial nd urgcalScincelegitimiate metîiod of giving ail p)ossible study and

Issued Promptly on the First of each Month. attention to the cases in hand in the aini of doing
_______________________________________ one's duty. Such conduet is very repreliensible.

Comnîaicatons solicite<l on ail .zeilical awel Sci- Overcrowded az the profession may accidentally
eil eet, an<I also Reports of Cases occ elyr eintu lin
prac. Aadt imten be it sose of the towns f this contry, there is

femsAl TLellers andl,,unctos to bc alrse1 leri; llcvs- <tia CLnc<tloî -10 leaIIeH< no reason wvhy the lowv arts of competing tradesrnento he EdtorCand«.Lancet,"î 'lorontio.

AGENTS. -Awso Bî.b., Montreail, J. & . MMtLLAt, S. Jo, should b adoptud by profhnsional men. There
N.B.; J. M. BADw, 805 Broadway, New York. and BZ.LL1Î1;un,
•i'o, & co 20 Khürg Wiliai street, Strnd, Londoni, Englaind. f do, pioperly

-nmineraitive prices, if those who overcrowd our cities

TORONTO, NOVEMBER 1, 1874. and towns wil1 only take the proper steps-say,
- ither by removing to a locality where actual open-

LOCA MEDCAL SSOCATI(>NS. ings exist, or by patiently waiting their tirne in mak-LOCAL ÏMEDICAL ASSOCIATIONS. 0
ing a reputation in the place where they commence

We again feel impelled to urge upon our read- their career. Nuthing can be more generally true
ers, the desirability of giving effect to the medical than that the public, estimate medical men pretty
legislation of last session by the formation of Medi- much as they estimate themselves, and that the
cal Associations. Wherever these associations do cheap man vill come to be looked upon as an in-
lot already exist, the members cf our profession feriorly qualified man, and therefore only to be

owe it to themselves to immediately set about tht for-
mation of a society. Local Medical Associations
are needed for several objects-all intimately con-
nected with the advancement and best interests of
the profession. For the cultivation and diffusion
of science, for the purpose of friendly intercous e,
and for facilitating the fixing of uniform or suit-
able charges, the Local Medical Association lias
become a necessity, and can now be made to
have a legal existence. Knowving as we do, that
many important towis and districts are yet without
any association of the medical fraternity, we are
compelled to declare that the real value of the
medical legislation we have recently ootained in
this Province has not been properly estimated, or
else it would have been more speedily and gener-
ally acted upon. And naturally enough where the
advantages of the Medical Act have been passed
over, there we find the status of practitioners on
the lowest level. A degrading competition takes
theplace cf that tru 1

employed in the most trivial cases. The tendency
of a lowering competition in medical life, is to de-
feat the object of those who follow it.

The cultivation of a proper professional spirit,
would seem to be greatly needed as a remedy for
such a state of things. The true professional
spirit can best of all be cultivated, we think, by
the influence of medical associations, such as
those contemplated and established in a few. places
under the Medical Act. Hence, we persistently ad-
vise their formation, and once more suggest that

preliminary meetings should be held in the towns,
counties and townships where such associations do
not already exist.

MEDICAL EVIDENCE IN CRIMINAL
CASES.

We have recently had prominently brought be-
fore or no tie t-he îross injuisice inflicteon f memfl-

exacts a proper honorarium for the services of bers cf oui profession. by the absence cf any pro-
science and skill ; and we find conduct only to be vision for ccmpensatîng them for their nedical
expected Of hucksters and pedlars, taking the place evidence, e cf travel and maintenance, as
of that gentlemanly deportment and consideration also for the loss cf practice fur the tine the a
which the members of a liberal profession owe to kept waiting on the court, in many instances ex-
One another. As an instance, we state it on the tending to a week. Mien the subject is brought
information Of a letter from one of the smaller before the judges tleir rerarks on the unfairnesst""Ils cf Ontario, where as yet there is no associa- of the present condition cf things is a that we
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would expect from the liberal and enlightened
men who grace our Canadian Bench, but amiounts
only to a barren sympathy, unless the unifortunate
medico is so necessitous as to be compelled to
niake the applicatimn for out-of-pocket expenses in
forma pauperis; the Judges can then give an order
on the County Treasurer. It is hardly necessary
to say that the expenses are neier sought by so
humiliating a procedure. In criminal cases, atten-
dance is compelled either by the process of sub-
pena, or the witness is bound over when first ex-
amIIed either by the Magistrate or Coroner, and
he is liable for disobedince, to an attachment, or
a committal for contenipt. In the cases of Medi-
cal men, no expenses are allowed, the witness is
bound to appear unconditionally. There can be
no doubt of the propriety of enforcing the atten-
dance of medical witnesses; there can be as little
doubt of the justice of adequately remunerating
them. Having briefly pointed out the injustice of
the present condition of affairs, let u, examine the
circumstances essential for affording c plete and
accurate testimony. The first requisites are veracity
and attention ; the former is essential for every
species of testimony, the latter is particularly so
for that of a medical witness, who must not only
state truly what lie has seen, but his statement
should rest on an examination of the facts, without
precipitation, and with a knowledge sufficient to
prevent him from forming false opinions. The
next requisite is memory, but as this may prove
fallacious, either from the weakness of the art of
perception, independent of inattention, or from the
lapse of time,everycircumstance inthe occupation of
a niedical man likely to involve legal inquiry, should
be committed to writing, which, besides preserving
an unvarying record of the fact, enables him to re-
fresh his memory on collateral incidents in proof
of the fact in question, by associations which are
almost inseparable from it. Besides, written re-
cords prevent the possibility of imagination playing
the part of memory, a circumstance which is apt to
occur wlhen no records of facts are preserved. The
last requisite essential in a r.. "cal witness is a
condition which implies, that strength is added to
his evidence by education, and a sense of greater
responsibility and more sensibility to honor, than
are usually attributed to witnesses vith the ordinary
level of moral and intellectual qualities. Such
being the requisites necessary for obtaining cor-

rect and satisfactory testimony from medical wit.
nesses, the attainment of which has involved year
of study and a large expenditure of means, is it not
a disgrace to the Legislature, that while properly
enough compelling the attendance, they ieglect
to provide adequate remuneration for such skilled
testinony ? We have six members of our profes.
sion in the Ontario Legislature ; they can surely
have no difficulty, on a proper and temperate re.
presentation of this crying grievance, in obtaining
the redress we are so fairly entitled to.

THE 1NJlECTION OF PULMUNARY
CAVITIES.

Professor Pepper of Philadelphia, who cont.
buted a paper to the Philadelphia Jfedical Tim
in March last, on the local treatment of pulmonary
cavities by injections through the chest-wall, has
given the results of further experience of this
method of treatment in an article in the October
number of the American Yournal of the Medica
Sciences. We pass over historical references as
to the early suggestions of, and priority in the resort
to this method of treatment, to state in abstract
that ne uses a very delicate steel canulated needle,
like the finest hypodermic needles, but about three
inches in length, and an hypodermic syringe cap.
able of holding twenty-five minims. He at first
used an aspirator, but now prefers the instrument
mentioned. Selecting a point at which the signs
of a cavity are nost intense, he punctures the
chest-wall, previously affecting anoesthesia, by freez.
ing. There is little or no pain except when the
filaments of a nerve are pricked, when tingling radi-
ating pains are felt. The time occupied in an in-
jection does not exceed thirty seconds. The depth
to which it has been necessary to penetrate bas
varied in different cases from one and a half to tWO
inches. Prof. Pepper has only used dilute solu.
tions of iodine in ioide of potassium (Lugol's So-
lution,) and says that the results of injections of
iodine have been so satisfactory that he has felt
indisposed to use any other substance, though he
considers it probable that other substances May be
found preferable in some cases. Twelve minius
of the liquor iodini comp. are diluted in a drachm
of warm water, and of this solution twenty.five
minims are injected about once a week. Ie re-
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ports six cases treated in the Philadelphia Hos-

pital, three of which were not bencfitted, the other
three being considerably inproved. H1e claims

that the continuous treatnent of lung cavities by
repeated injections by means of delicate canuike

may be conducted without leimorrhage, traumatic
:4~;n rinterference with internai medication

and hygienic measures. The cases which are best
adapted for this local treatment are those where a
single, superficial and circumscribed non-tuberculous
cavity exists ; but even where there is implication
of the rest of the lung, or incipient disease of the
opposite lung, some benefit may be expected. The
mode in which such local treatment does good is
chiefly by altering the character of the morbid ac-
ton in the walis of the cavity, diminishing the
amount of purulent formation. as well as the de-
gree of hectic irritation and the danger of Lon-
stitutional infection. A certain amount of rest is
secured for the walls of the cavity by the narked
relief afforded to the cough. Further, the treat-
ment favors the cicatrization and contraction of
cavities. He finally maintains that this mode of
treatment possesses a certain degree of positive clin-
ical value, since, during its use, uniform improve-
ment to an exceptional extent, has taken place in
both the general and local conditions of the pa-
dent.

In a natter of such immense importance as this
question of the curability of hng cavities, the in-
terest ofProf. Pepper's paper will not be underrated.
Without being over-sanguine concerning the results
as yet incomplete though promising, the experi-
mental tests recorded, warrant a further and ex-
tended trial, which the practice will undoubtedly

Sreceive.

PRESENTATION.-Dr. Arch. McLay, of Bryan-
ston, Middlesex, was the recipient of a very hand-
Some present of a gold watch, valued at $175, by
the good people of the village and surrounding
country. On the eve of his departure for loua.

gin, large concourse of friends assembled at
3 the Drs. residence, where a beautiful spread was

Prepared by his lady. Altogether it was an
agreeable affair, and is a token of the higha esteem

which the Dr. is heldi by the people in this
vIciiity. He carres their best wisies with him
ta his new home.

MUTUAL BENEFIT Assoc.iATiuN.-A meeting of
the Medical Profesbion of Toronto was held on the

3oth of September, for the formation of a Mutual
Benefit Association. Dr. Winstanley was chair-
man, and Dr. Bridgman acted as secretary. It
was noved by Dr. Canniff, secouded by D.)r. Pyne,
and carried, that this meeting deems it expedient
to form a Mutual Benefit Association, and that a
committe be appointed to prepare a prospectus to
be submitted to the profession for their approvai
at an early date. Drs. Winstanley, Agiew, and
Bridgman were appointed a coinittee. Moved
by Dr. 1 yne, seconded by Dr. Rosebrugh, that Dr.
Bridgman be authorized to advertize the intention
of such an organization in the Ontario Gazctte, and
elsewhere, as required by law. A vote of thanks
was passed to the chairman, and the meeting ad-
journed till the 9 th October, at eight o'clock, p.n.

EFFEcTS OF CHLOROFORM ON THE BRAIN.-At
the late meeting of the British Medical Association,
the subject of chloroform-narcosis, was under
discussion, and the remarks of Dr. Marion Simms
and others were given in support of the view that
this condition is due to anoemia of the brain. In
reference to this Dr. Bedford Brown in the AJed.
Times (Phil.) for October publishes a letter in
which lie claims to have demonstrated this fact so
long ago as iS6o, in a case of fracture of the skull
publisied in the American Yournal of Medical
Sciences. In this case, owing to the severity of the
fracture, the anterior lobes of the brain were fully
exposed, and the action of the chloroform could be
readily seen, and was in his opinion sufficient to
establish the fact that cerebral anemia is the
invariable result of the action of chloroform. In
view of this fact, it is advised in apparent death
fron chloroform to place the head downwards
while efforts are being made to establisi respiration.

PRESERVATIVE FOR HYPODERMlIc INJECTIONS.-
Dr. McPherson (Phil. Med. Times) recommends
the following as a preservative for hypodermic
injection solutions : chloral hydrate, two grains;
acetic acid two drops ; distilled water ialf an ounce.,
In this menstruun any alkaloid may be dissolved
or suspended in the usual proportions, and with a
certainty of its keeping for several weeks without
change.

89
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ARSENIC IN ASTHMA.-Dr. C. Paul (AnmericCz;t PLEASE REMIT. We enclose bills to ail of ýar

ur. Med. Sciences, Jan. 18 74,) reports several subscribers who are in arrears, and earnestly hope
cases of spasmodic asthma which were greatly they will respond promptly. If any should neglect
benefltted by the administration of arsenic. le to remit we will draw upon them thro-à the
says the remedy must be persevered in, until con- agency of the Express Office after the 15th inst.
stitutional effects are produced before any benefit
can be expected ; it should be thoroughly tried.
It bas succeeded after all other drugs failed. I-e
gives Fowler's solution in fron ten to fifteen minim
doses, after meals, and in some cases lie uses it
hypodermically.

RATIONALE OF TRANSFUSION. - It bas often
been wondered at, that when patients lad lost
large quantities of blood, the injection of a few
ounces should be sufficient to save life. Dr. Dal-
ton, in discussing this subject recently, said lie did
not think it at ail strange. He compared the hu-
ian system to a machine in which there is a
balance-wheel, the object of which is to carry the
piston over the " dead point." Without this, if
there were much resistence, the engine would stop;
so the injection of e% en a very snall quantity of
blood, after hemorrhage, wlhen the hunian machi-
nery was about to stop, might keep it in motion
and life.

CH LOROFORM DURING SLEEP.-Dr. W. R. Clun.
ess reports in the Paci/ic Mafical and Surgical1 yur.
nal two cases in which chloroform was administe.
ed and anæsthesia produced during sleep. Ont
case was that of a girl of cight years, and the other
a girl two and a hatlf years of age. In each case a
surgical operation was performed. Neither of the

patients offered the lcast resistance or showed any
signs of consciousness in passing under the inth-
ence of the chlioroforni.

HEADACH E AFTER DRUNKENN ESs.-)Tonre.
commends "sermons and soda water." The Re.

Vie de Therapeiique says : Take of solution of

acetate of ammonia, tincture of bitter orange-pel,
syrup of bitter orange-peel, each 20 parts; water
5oo parts. To be given in repeated tablespoonfd

doses.

EPILEPSY.-Dr. Crichton Browne's success With

the nitrate of amyl in arresting the further progres

of this distressing malady when the aura has once
PARTNERsIP.-By reference to our advertising declared itself, justifies the more frequent employ.

columnns, it will be seen that Drs. Lizars and ment of the remedy in question, as well as thi
Hillary of this city bave entered into partnership as further recurrence to the subject If it sIou]d tun
operative and consulting surgeons. 'Ihey have out generally efficient, it would in many cases prove
openul an office ou King street west, No. 105- a most desirable resort.
These gentlemen have been long in practice, and
have had considerable experience in surgery. Dr. COIMPLDNIENTARY.-A reception was given tO
Liirs has for many years devoted himself almost Prof. Erichsen, the eminent surgeon and author,

exclusively to surgery, and Dr. Hillary vas for a by the Medical Department of the Universityo

long time in the army service. New York. last month on the occasion of his 1i:t

to that city.
BOOKS, INSTRUMENTS, &c.--Beng anxious to He also visited Philadel»hia and was the rec-

lurther the interest and convenience of our many pient of a complimentary dinner from a nuibero

subseribers in evory possible way, we would take medical gentlemen, including most of the proIe
pleasure in making selections of books, instruments nent medical teachers and authors.
and the like,and forwarding themn by express. Parties
will thus be enabled to save the ten per cent. dis- DIED.
count on all cash parchases. Our friends need not
feel at all backward in asking any favor that *we can
bestow in this way.

Olive oil, if administered promptly, is said to be
an antidote for strychnia.

Dr. Duvert, in the 54tth year of his age. 's
At the Toronto General Hospital, on the 8th

uit., in his 33rd year, Henry Strange, M.D.,l t

merly Registrar of the Medical Council.
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\PPARA l'US FoR 'l RANSI tsl'ON

The following wood cut engraving, shows a new

fomi of apparattis for the transfusion of blood,

by M Collier (Paris.)

By a very simple and ingenious contrivance the
Svales which generally form part of these instru-
ments,and which are so objectionable, are dispensed
iwith. The extremity or nozzle of the syringe fits
closely in a short cylinder, which communicates
on the one hand with a funnel-shaped cup or reser-
voir, into which the blood is received, and on the
other, with the injection tube. There is a lateral
Opfning in the nozzle of the syringe, 'vhich corres-
ponds with the opening, at the bottom of the reser-
voir. When the syringe is filled with blood, drawn
from the reservoir, it is rotated one-fourth of a
ccirle so that the lateral opening in the nozzle,
shall correspond with the orifice of the injection
tube, and the blood is forced on. The syringe is
then rotated back again towards the reservoir, and

A LANCET.

refilled and so on, the niovements becing effect.
ed with the greatest precision. The syringe holds
lbout 10 grainies (154.3 grb) su that the operator

can tell exactly, how much blood he has injected.
This instrument may also be used with facility for
injecting niedicinal substances into the veins as
in cases of tetanus, and the like, wlhere the difli
culty of swallowing Iluids is very great. It is exceed-
ingly simple in its construction, and is likcly to
cone into general use.

Detailed AnIalysi' f h, D or Aincts. jor
wh mi paients r-eceived treatmnt, for thec year end-

ig Sept. 3011, 1874.

I>riss.i Male. JFemnale.

Acne ...........................
Anasarca ........................ 4 2
Amputations............. ..... 16 12
Aneurisrn ........ i................. I
Amblyopia Potatorum....... ........ 1
Anmia............................. 2
Alcoholism ....................... 4 1
Abortion ....... 1....................1
Asthma ......... ................ 1 i
Anchylosis........... .......... 3
AmenorrhSa..... .... ........... 2
Abscess........................ 12 5
Albuninuria ... ................... 7 2

Apoplexy ........................ 1
A bscision of Staphyloma ........... 1
Bubo............................2
Bronchitis....................... 8 5
Contusion....................... 6 1
Choroiditis, Serosa.. ............... 1
Chlorosis ......... . . .................... '
Cancer, os Uteri ............ 4...... 4
Cut Throat ........ ............... i
Cataract....... ................. 2 1
Canthoplasty..................... 3
Constipation ...................... 2 3
Cancer .......................... S 6
Cerebritis........................1
Chora.. .. .. .. ............... ...
Catarrh .......... ............... 2 1
Concussion ......................
Cystitis .......................... 1
Colica Pictonum .................. i
Condylonata ....................... 1
Delirium Tremens ................ 46 3
Dysentery ................ ............. 3 1
D iarrh ea ................................. 7 5
Debility .... ,..... .................. 35 14
D istichiasis ............................... 1
Dyspepsia ................................. 2 2
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I>sus. . Male. Female. Male. Fcma.
Eczenia .......-.............--....... 3 I Marasmus . 2
EIpilepsy.............................. 5 2 Neuralgia ..................... 3 2
Enphysema...............................2 Necrosis..................... 7 4
Epistaxis .................................. 4 1 Occlusion of Vagina.............
Empyena.................................. 2 Orchitis
Enlarged Spleen ...................... .. 4........ . ........................ o
Epithelioma....................4 3 Pnetinionia....................
Encephaloid ............ .............. ... i Poypus. ...................... 2 3
Erysipelas ................................. 6 1 Puerperal Fever ................ o 2
Exostosis .................................. 2 c Mania ................ o
Excision of Eye..................... 2 PhYmos;s..................... 
Excision of Hip Joint...................i Parapleg....................7
Fracture ..................... 40 13 Psoriasis...................... 

" Comp............................. 3 2 Phthisis ..................... 30 14
" Conip. Com..................... 4 2 PleurisY ...................... 4 2

Frost Bite.................................. io 2 Periostitis....... . .......... 2 0
Fever, Typhoid.......................... 70 19 Procidentia Uteri................... 4

" Scarlet............................. 15 12 Peritonitis ..................... 2 o
Febricula................................... 6 3 Pediculi ................... 4
Fungus Hæmnatodes....................1 Rerittent Fever................3 2
Gonorrhea............................ 9 3 Rubeol ...................... 4 3
Gleet....................................... 4 Rectal Stricture ................. 2
Goitre . ...... . ........... R.................. 2 15
Gun Shot Wounds...................... 2 o Scabies ....................... 4 2
Gastritis . .... ................... o....................29 12
Hzematuria........................................... 2 
Honiorrhoids ............................ 3 2 Sciatica ...................... 2 2
Hemorrhage .............................. 6 3
Heart disease.......................... 5 3 Synovitis...
Hepatitis .................................. 1 Subinvolution ..................... 2
Hypochondriasis ......... ............... 2 1 Scrofula ...................... I
Hysteria...................... o 3 Spinal Curvature................ 
Hernia .................................... 6 1 Sprained Ank .................. 3
Hemiplegia .................... 7 6 Spasni of the Glottis.............. I
Hmmoptysis .............................. > Tumor ....................... 9 7
Hydrocele................................ 1 o Typhoid Pneuronia..............4 1
Hypertrophy of Liver ......... ........ Tetanus ...................... 2
Hydro-peritoneum................. Trac11itis .....................
Influenza .................................. o Tonsillotony ................... 3
Iridectomy ............................. 7 6 Ulcers ...................... 33 21
Iritis ........................................ 4 2 Urethral Stricture ............... 5
Icterus ................................. Urticaria. ...................... 2
Ichthyosis ................................. i o Vuinus ...................... 19 Il
Impetigo .................................. 1 Vaginitis .................................... 1
Insolation ................................. o Vesico-vaginal fistula ................ 2
Keratitis ...................... 6 2 Varicella..................... . 1
Keratonyxis ............................... o Variola ....................
Knee joint disease ...................... 2 a
Herpes Circinatus ...................... 4 
Luxation ................................ 3 i
Leucorrhce-....................o 3 Patients renaining in Hospital October
Locomotor Ataxia...................... 2 0 ist. 1873-Maes ............. 46
Leucocythemia......................... 1 o Do. do. Females............21
Lupus ..................................... o 
M ania ..................................... 1 26
Metritis........................ 1 Admitted from!the istàOcL to the
Morbus Coxarius ................ 4 2 3oth Sept., 1874-Maies........626
Menorrhagia ...................... 0 DO. do. Feales......248

N g.asturbation ...........................6 .
874
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Total number under treatment at same
time-Males.......................

1o. Fenales.........................

Discharged during the year-Males.
Do. do. Females.

Died during the year-Males............
Do. do. Females.........

Remaining in Hospital on the 3oth
Sept. 1874-Males...................

D1o. do. Feèmales.............

672
266

914
521

213

734
61
19

So
80

go
37

127

Faterns who received medicine and
advice gratuitously............... 5613

P. S.-Patients (not incurables) are admitted on
papinent of 40 cents per diem, to the general
as; to private wards at $1,oo per day. This

applies to patients from any part of the country.

MATERIA MEDICA FOR THE USE OF STUDENTS.
By John B. BIDDLE, M.D., Jefferson College,
Philadelphia. Sixth edition, revised and en-
larged. Philadelphia : Lindsay & Blakiston.
Toronto: Hart & Rawlinson.

It is only about a year since the 5 th edition of
this work was issued from the press. The present
edition bas been carefully revised ; some parts re-
witten, and much new matter added. The text
las beén illustrated wherever it appeared necessary
or desirable w do so, representing some of the
most inportant plants, apparatus for transfusion,
aspiration and atomization. It contains in
a condensed fori all that is valuable in
nateria medica, and furnishes the medical student
wth a complete manual on this subject.

CLIICAL USES OF ELECTRICITY. By J. Russell
REYNOLDS, M.D., F.R.S. ; University College,
London, Eng. Second edition. Philadelphia •

Lindsay & Blakiston. Toronto : Hart & Raw-
lnson.
This work consists of a series of lectures, deliv-

ercd by the author during the summer of 1870 in
University College, 'London. They first appeared
il the Lanar;; and they have since undergone
lidsion at the hands of the author. The book

Contains about roo pages, and is chiefly devoted
toascertained facts relating to the clinical uses,

L

application and effects of electricity in the
diagnosis and tren.tment of disease. It is thorough-
ly reliable as a guide, very concise, and will be
found exceedingly useful to the general practitioner.

GAIVANo-TiHERAPEUTIcS.-A revised reprint of a
P\eport made to the Illinois State Medical So-
ciety by Dr. Prince. Philadelphia: Lindsay &
Blakiston. Toronto: Hari & Rawlinson.
This work is somiewhat similar in size and sub-

stance to the preceding, except that it deals more
with the mechanism of the battery, and the prac-
tical us2s of electricity in the treatment of disease,
electrolysis, &c., &c. It lias been very favourably
reviewed by the American medical press. It is an
excellent résume of the present state of the science
and its application to disease.

WYTHES POCKET DoSE BooK. Eleventh edition,
revised and improved by Joseph H. WYTHES, A.
M., M.D. Philadelphia: Lindsay & Blakiston.
Toronto : Hart & Rawlinson.

LiGATION OF ARTERIES. By Dr. L. H. FARABEUF.
Paris. Translated by John D. Jackson, M.D.,
Danville, Ky. Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
& Co. Toronto: Willing & Willianson.
We cannot commend this little volume too

highly. Everything seems complete about it. The
descriptions of the various operations, and the
minutest details necessary, are given in the most
clear and concise nianner. The woodcuts are well
executed, and the whole work does credit alike to
the author and publisher. Nothing is omitted that
can be of any service to the surgeon. Torsion of

i arteries is also treated of, and a forceps for this
especial purpose deliniated. The author strongly
recommends students to makethemselvesthorough-
ly familiar in searching for and tying arteries in the
dead subject, if they ever expect to succeed well on
the living body.

A PRAcTICAL TREATISE ON TH-E DIsEAsEs OF
WOMEN. By T. GAILLARD THoMAS, M.D.,
College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York.
Fourth edition. Thoroughly revised, with 191
illustrations on wood. Philadelphia : H. C.
Lea. Toronto : Hart & Rawlinson.
This work is so well and favorably known to the

,profession that any lengthened notice is unneces-
|sary. It bas gone through four editions within a
short space of time, and has been translated into
French, German, and Italian. The present volume
has been carefully revised, but only a small amount
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of new maiter has bcen added. The work still
holds a first place as a reliable guide to the diag
nosis and treatment of diseasos of womien. We

cannot coniend it too highly.

EmNri tLs or Tnii >RIN PicPi1;s AN!' PRAuerre
0F NIIiciNI. A Hanibook for Students and
Practitoners. By HiUNi iHan IH<,xN., M.D.,
Protessor of Hygiecne in the Uniersity of Plin
syhania, &c. F'ourth I.diti n, thoroughly Re-
vised. In one handsomîe volume, rosl ai Im21o.
Philadelphia: H1-. C. Lei. Toronto: Willing &
W'illiaison.

This interesting little compendium has now
reached the fourth edition. NIan. parts of the
work have been revised and rewritten, and illustra-
tions added where tt.ey can lie of service. The
work lias been much improved, and now forms one
of the iost complete manuals on the prectice of

anedicine im the .nglisi language.

l THIRAPIX'EUTS x> lria Iic.

- Ainen STri, M.1)., Professor of Practice o
fMedicime, Unis ersity of PennsyIvania. FM

rhdition, thoroughly revised and cularged, in t
volumes. Philadelphia :H. C. L.ca: Toronito.
Hart ç R linlbo.

C (i iNî i J .i-cTî li s uN Y \Riuits hI'i>ouft~

j I>lsusi. By N. S. D)Avis, M.A, M.D)., proL
of Practii e of Mcdàin e, Chicago M1edical Col
leg. Set ond i.dition. 'ililadelphia : H. C
Lea. Toronto : Hart & Ravlson.

J MISCEI.LANEOUS ITlEis.

zo-Ni.. Dr. L.ender ozonises chambers v
successfully by means of a mixture of the protoxid
of mîanganese, or of the permanganate ofpotas
and oxahc acid. Two spoonfuls of this pord
moistened with twice the ainount of water, and
trille more of water cvery two hours, tnits ozot

Turi. I'Hx1.xN'S VIsI11:' Ld1 lR 1875. Phila- freely. Gold and sih er, how ever, excepted, it o:
delila Lindsay & Blaki.,ton. Toronto idises, metals rapidly. 1rJ/iii di fedicinia Chi
Willing & Willianson. urçia ed1 :iewc.

THuîi PHVsicIîN's VisITING LIsT for 1875 lias
ust bccn received. This visiting list has been ON TE PROPETIES MUsARINE.-.Pr

rost directed the notice of the Socicte de Bide
publishcd by Mcssrs. Lmdsay & Ikiston for 18tlh April, to somue physiological pruperties ofniu
upwards of twenty N ears, and lias met n ith univ% carine, the alkaloid or glucoside of Ammal

sal approval by the profession. It is exceedingly It is a very violent poison. It arres
convenient, can be carried in the breast pocket, the heart in diastole, unlike digitaline, which arre

aud %viii save the price of itself 100 finies over hi lit in systole. Schmiedeberg indicated its ant.

a n wil ave would p ot be it outi under any onism with atropine. M uscarine increases the fi
a year. \ewlnyut saliva, ductly exciting the salivary glands.
consideration.. excites the lachrymil glands, also promoting

Price for 25 patient's weekly ...... $1.oo flow of tears. Atropine will check the salivati
Price for 5o patient's weekly........ 1.50 induced by muscarine.

nterleaved Edition $.oad$1.75TREATMENT OF TYPHOID FEvLR.-Dr. Comp
ATMOSPHERIC ELECTRICITY AN» (ZoNE ; their re- fluding it difficult to reconcile patients and th

lation to health and disease. By GEORGE .1 friends wiith the practtce of cold immnersio'i in fev
BEARD, M.D. New York : D. Appleton & Co. had recourse to the pardonable artifice of addr

a few drops of phenic acid to the water befo
NFW METHoD OF TREATING MALIGNANT TUMORS hand. This premised, lie practised aspersion 0

by electrolyzing the base. By the same. the entire surface with the utmost advantage, th
lowering the fever, and inducing such relief that

TINNITUs AURIUM, OR NoIsES IN iHE EARS. By sufferer himself was anxious for its repetition i
LAURENCE TURNBULL, M.D., Howard Hospital. few hours. The patient and his friends ascribed
Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott. relief to the phenic acid, and the practitioner h.

the satisfaction of securing the great advantages
DEAF-MUTISM, AND THE METHOD OF EDUCATING cold aspersion without running counter to their P

THE DEAF AND DUMB By the same judices.-L' Union M'edcale.

THE AiIERIcAN JOURNAL OF THE MEDICAL
SCIENCEs for Oct., 1874. Edited by IsAAc
HAYS, M.D. Philadelphia: H. C. Lea.

AcQuITTED.-Dr. Nash, of Pictou, who Wl
charged with being implicated in an abortion Ca

has been honorably acquitted.


